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Preface 

The French role in the movemen\ for European Unification 

spawns over several centuries. A~. far bact< as 
\ 

•1306 

A.D. ,Pierre ·Dubois in his "Republic Chretienn?"<Christian 

Republic) proposed a kind of European confederftion,~laced 

under the charge of a council, in which different member 

nations could settle their disputes peacefully.: Later, in 

the early seventeenth century.Duc de sully for~ulated his 

Grand Design at European confederation of ~ Hereditary 

monarchies,sovereign republics and other efected and 

political entities. This confederation would set up a 

General Council, duly empowered to resolve the interstate 

conflicts. One peculiar feature of Due de sully'~ design was 

the eHclusion of Russia from his frame of Europe~n re•;J i anal 

collectivity. Durin•J t,he Napoleonic wars,Coun} Henri de 

Saint-Simon published his plan on "the United. States of 

Europe" with alto•.;~ether a f}ew conception.Its full title, 

given hereunder, is somewhat like: 

On the Reorganization of the European soclety,of the 
necessity of Reassembling th~ ~~~ple at E~rope in a 
single political corps, while conserving to ~ach <state) 
its national independence." · 'i 

In this plan ,he suggested the establishment of a 
t 

single European Parliament that apart from re5olving the 

inter-state disputes, could levy taxes as well. pn 21 August 
l;' 

1849~while presiding over the Universal Peace Copgress, held 
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in Paris, Victor'Hugo proposed a "~nited Stat~s of Europe", 

a p~oposal, that was not only ridiculed by M~ntalambert but 
• t ·: •. 

also the latter described the author' as a "f~!ol". A decade 

later, another Fren~h political thinker, Prou,hon suggested 

that all European States should become fed~rations, with 

Europe eventually evolving itself into a fFederatibn of 

Federations".ln 17·12, Abbe de Saint Pierrf advocated a 

mul tistate organization designed--to- preserve- the peace o-f 

Europe , • Jean-Jacques Rousseau in the eight~enth century, 

elaborated on this tradition by advocating a fedral European 

League with power to intervene in the intern~l 
~; 

affairs of 

the member states. 

In the twentieth century, after th~ First World 

War,French foreign minister Aristide Briand put forward a 

scheme for 'European Union' before the Leagut of Nations in 
,;~ 

1929. But the idea could not 'take off as Europe sank into 

depression, and fascism,that eventually led t~ the outbre•k 

of the Second World War. 

In the aftermath of the Second World War,Frenchmen 

again took initiative in making efforts for European 

Unification Jean Monnet,a F~ench civil servant who was 

also the ·founder of "the Action Comm~ttee for United States 

of Europe " devised strategies leading to the establishment 

in 1951 of European coal and steel communityfECSC> and in 
~~ 

1957 Atomic Energy Authority and the Eurqpean Economic 
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Community <EEC). Robert Schuman, the French foreign 

minister, provided the necessary political strepgth to turn 

Monnet's plan into a reality, France, 

Germany,ltaly,and Benelux countries in the crucial first 

step towards the European Community. Since the~ the French 

have pr~vided the lead in conceiving grand schemes of 

regional cooperation leading to unity. 

In the 1970s, the French have played a key role in the 

setting up of th~ European Council (1974),instittltionalizing 

periodical meetings of the Heads of State/Government and the 

European Monetary System in 1979. Besides,dir~ct elections 

to European Parliament began in 1979. In the m\d-1980s, the 

Single European Act was legislated thereby proyiding a frame 

for the single enlarged market. In the early 1990s,the 

Maastricht Treaty was concluded, as a result 'whereof, the 

European Community was transformed into Europe~n Union • 

The first chapter analyses the French ~role in the 

origin and· evolution of the European Community It 
' 

identi~ies the causes which led to inception of EC in early 

1950s. Once the foundation of the EC was laid France and 

Germany played 

also embarked 

community from 

.. 
central role in its evolution.The 

~ 
Community 

upon the path of expansion e,nlarging the 

six to fifteen. 

The Second Chapter shows how the Franco-German 

cooperation led the community out of the oil shocks of 1970s 
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and Eurosclerosis in the 1980s leading to the enactment of 

the single European Act and providing a new mo~entum to the 

European Integration movement. 

The Third chapter analyses the progress from EC to 

EU, the Maastricht Treat~, ~ts salient features and tile 
l 

Franco German initiatives at the Int~rgovernmental 

Conferences 1991, leading to the maastricht Treaty. It 

focusses on the debates Concerning monetary un~on and throws 

light on some of themember states' reservation• about single 

currency. It also analyses new laws of subs~diarity ,co

decision making and social chapter. 

The fourth chapter analyses the inception of European 
~ 

Union and future prospect of the United States of Europe. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE FRENCH ROLE IN THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITY. 

1.1 RATIONALE FOR THE INCEPTION OF THE EC 

The Europe that gave birth to the idea of Nation State ap

pears to be well on the way to going beyond it or even rejecting 

it in practice. Our attempt in the first instant is to try to 

understand the theory behind this peaceful metamorphose. For 

history has shown that there have beene attempts to unite 

Europe by force, notably by Napolean seeking to unite the 

continent under the French ·hegemony and Hitler trying to subju

gate Europe under the dictatorship of the Third Reich. 

The extraordinary phenomenon of European integration is a 

complex process: before attempting to understanding the rationale 

for integration, we may try to understand the meaning and defini

tion of the term 'integration• itself. 

Political integration, has been defined by some theo

rists as a condition and by others as a process. Still the most 
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apt definition is perhaps given by Robert Keohane &nd Stanley 

Hoffmann who described it as a 'net work•. 

In the study carried out by Karl Deutsh the term 

integration refers to th~ probability that conflict will be 

resolved without violence. The central concept is that of a 

"security Community", in which a group of people have become 

integrated r "within a territory", a sense of community, set up 

institutions and adopted practices strong enough to assume for a 

long time dependable expectations of 'peaceful change• among its 

population. 

Such conceptualizations of political integration as a 

'condition• have been criticised on the ground that they permit 

only a general d~scussion of environmental factors influencing 

integration thus obscuring the role of social change 1 • 

For the afore-sighted reasons Ernst Haas argues that 

" Political ir.tergration is a process whereby political 
actors in several distinct national settings are persuaded to 
shift their loyalties, expectations and political activities 
towards a new centre, whose institutions possess or demand juris
diction over pre-existing national states. The end result of a 
process of political integration is the new political community, 
super-imposed over the pre-existing ones". 

1. Leon N. Lindberg, Political Integration, Political 
Dvnamics of European Econpmic lnterqration,<London: Stanford Uni
versity, Press, 1963),pp. 102. 

b 



But then there are conditions upon which such Integration 

can he achieved. The first pre-requisite is tha belief in the 

compatible value systems. mutually responsive elitesy adequate 

communication channels. pluralistic so~ial structure. high level 

of economic and industrial development,.c a modicum of ideological 

homogeneity and a commitment to a "rlew way of life". In the 

later stages political integration requires (a)> inception of 

central institutions. evolution and ado·ption of centralised poli

cies. (b) The tasks assigned to these institutions must be impor

tant enough and specific enough to actrilvate socio economic pr-oc

esses to which conventional international organisations may have 

no access. (c) These tasks must he inherently ~xpansive. and 

(d) The member states must continue to see thei~ inter-ests as 

consistent with the newly emer-ging enterpr-ise. 

The first conceptual frame work relative to Europenan inte

gration was based on 'functionalism•. Traditional functionalism 

does not aim at the creation of a new supra-state; there is only 

transfer of competences to a new "functional authority". In 

order to explain empirical reality. 'functionalism• was trans

formed into "Neofunctionalism". The unit of analysis for the 

neofunctionalist is the state and not the system orf transactions 

and their approach is teleological - a single decision making 

centre for a newly integrated territorially•hased ~nit. 

Both the functionlist and neofunctionalist models have one 
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thing in common between them - 'functf en,' 't ili!I)(?Httivtf" ~ 

lends this process a high degree of. autom: Thi~ f'tmc-

tional imperative has three components : k eHpansion, spill--

over and engrenage Task expansion refers to increased coopera-

tion in the same area. spillover means cooperation in a new ar·ea 

often of a more salient political character arising out of exist-

ing cooperation. and engrenage to indicate locking-in process. 

But still the nee-functionalist theory was inadequate to explain 

empirical reality. Task expansion. spillover and engrenage 

occurred in a limited way: Plur-alistic masses did not follCiw 

the elite and national governments remained politically powerful. 

But the nee-functionalists have another utilitarian expla-·· 

nation of integrative power. They believe that it would gener-

ate a chan g e i n at t i t u des so t hat 1 o y a l t i e !:; a I'" e t r .:nr sf e r r e d to a 

new decision making centre. Integration comes not from pre-

existing mass attitude~ but front ideological colnntiin.ents of an 

elite which promote utilitarian measures of integration. such as 

common "'d r ket. and as a resuJ.t tfH'~E" measuFes n.ay •1enerate a 

supportive change in elites and mass attitudes for further inte-

gration. 

2. A.J.R. Groom. Neofunctionalism : ~ case of 
identit~ The European Union. (Colorado: Lynne 
1994) pp. ·1·12. 
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Europe is not me~ely a geog~aphical · ~nomenon, but it is 

endowed with ~ich civilizational past as ~- cl • For centuries it 

has bt>t·n built on intrllertual and moral traditions. Europe 

exists in the consciousness of Europeans - a collective concious-

ness. 

Eu~ope is also a collection of nations, each differentiated 

from the others by language, ~eligion, ethnology, size, resources 

•nd •mbitions. It is a single yet diversified civilization. But 

its d~eam to unify is as ancient as the existence of national 

rival~ies=-

In the nineteenth century, when Napolean was trying to unify 

Eu~ope by force, the conflict between nations and civilizations 

was latent. Collaboration among great powe~s. the sea~ch for 

national unity in Germany and Italy, the colonial expansion ·or 

England And F~ance, the carrying out of a politicAl and indust~i-

al revolution diverted the energies of Eu~opeans. 

In the twentieth century the conflict between nations and 

civilizations became open and well p~onounced. Their Adventurous 

ambitions for material dominance increased rivalries between 

Eu~opean nations. This led to deadly inte~necine conflicts. 

3. Winston ,Chu~chill, The Sinews of Peace ~Post ~ 
Speeches (London: Cassel, 1948) pp.8-10 

Winston Churchill, T~agedy of Europe, European 
(Colo~ado: Lynne Reinne~. 1994) pp. 4-8 

9 
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For the first time in its history afte! the treaty of Ver-

sailles, Europe stood fragmented, isolated, impoverished and 

above all exposed to foreign pressures: American capitalism in 

the West and Marxist ideology in the East. 

Some philosophers and statesmen like Lucien Romier became 

worried about the excesses of 'nationalism• and felt that "Europe 

is a danger in itself4 • The Pan-European Union of Count Couden-

hove - Kalergi, <1924>, aspired to win over an elite to ideals 

centered around European unification. 

French statesman Aristide Briand further championed the 

cause when on 5 September , 1929 , in his address t~ the · League 

of Nations, stated that peoples that are grouped together geo-

graphically like the peoples of Europe should develop a federal 

bond between themselves. 

Further in his ''Memorandum on a Eueopean organization'', he 

proposed that there may be established. within the framework of 

League of Nations, a conference, an executive body and a secre-

tariat. Following the end of the Second World War, when Soviet-

American rivilary was at its peak, and system of 

bipolar equilibrium was establlished the 

4. Lucien Romier, Nations et Civili~at!orr <Paris: Simon Kra, 
1962) pp. 101 
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major obsession of French ~olicy was defense ag&inst the G~~man 

threat. French perception of Soviet threat was belated and 

reluctant. 

Georges Bidault. de. Gaulle•s foreign minister although 

influenced by his nationalistic conceptions. gradually ~eveloped 

a more flexible outlook. This was evid,nt in his attitude to-

wards Germany and the emerging Western alliance in the late 

1940s. 

The German policy of the Allies was at first inLonsistent. 

"Defeated Germany must be self-sufficient; at the same time must 

be deprived of her industrial potential yet pay ample repara-

tions5 ". 

As early as 1946. the Americans joined the British in 

distributing aid to the German population in the Anglo-American 

zone. The Americans also favoured the reduction of reparations. 

the restoration of German productive capacity and the 

repatriation of prisoners of war. The French wanted to secure 

economic and strategic advantages. They demanded that Ruhr 

should be treated as a political entity outside political control 

of Germany and placed under international political and economic 

control. They renewed this demand at the Moscow meeting. but 

Britain and America vetoed it. 

5. Alfred Grosser. La IV Republig~ et 
exterieure CParis: Armand Colin 1961). pp. 208. 

·11 
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The failure of Moscow Conference marked a reversal in the 

French diplomatic position. France no longer fluctuated between 

East and West in her quest for support. Instead, it she defini-

tively joined the western camp•. Two development in French 

domestic politics facilitated this shift. On 4 May 1947, Paul 

Ramdier dismissed the Communist members of his ministry. In 

April, General de Gaulle had created the Rassemblement du Peuple 

Francais <R.P.F>. a centrist political formation. The Third Force 

came into being. 

Now the French became more aware of the Soviet threat. The 

assassination of Jan Masaryk in Prague was a tangible proof of 

the Russian threat. On 4 March 1948, Georges Bidault discreetly 

suggested to General Marshall that "Collaboration between the old 

and new continents be tightened in military matters. On 17 March 

1948, treaty establishing the Western Union was signed in Brus~ 

sels. The parties were France. England and the Benelux nations. 

This treaty primarily aimed at containing revival of the German 

militarism. 

Both America and France ultimately realized that to counter 

Soviet threat a strong and united Europe was necessary. But this 

was not possible by leaving Germany out of this integrated Eu-

rope. Hence the US insisted that Germany must emerge strong 

economically so that 

6. Guy de Carmoy, The Foreign Policies of France <Ctiicago: Uni
versity of Chicago Press. 1967) pp. 25. 
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it could contribute significantly to the defence of Europe Hence 

the rationale for its •e•bership of the European community as 

well as of the Atlantic Alliance7 • 

The Berlin blockade and the signing of a series of treaties 

between the Soviet Union and its satellites provided the neces-

sary stimulus to the western solidarity. On the other hand. 

European integration aroused systematic,hostility in the Soviet 

Union yet it was precisely the fear of a Soviet invasion that 

solidified Europe. Soviet pressure as a consequence had an 

effect that was the very opposite of the one intended. At the 

height of cold war. Stalin became a powerful federating force 

among the western allies. 

The global strategy that pitted the Western democracies 

against the Soviet Union and its allies naturally led the United 

States to lend support to the unification of Europe. Mindful of 

its ailitary and technological superiority. it feared above all 

that West Germany•s heavy industry might be neutralized or fall 

under the Russian control- The best guarantee against such as 

threat was Franco-German reconciliation and the organization of 

political federation around these two continental states. For 

these reasons the United States. supported Robert Schuman•s 1950 

plan for the inception of the European coal and steel community•. 
---------------------------------------------------------~------
7. 
~ 

Charles De Gaulle. Memoirs of Hope: Renewal and 
<London: Widenfeld and Nocholson. 1971) pp.26-34. 

8. Jean Monnet. Memoirs <Paris: Fayard. 1979) pp.47-52. 
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Franco-German reconciliation WAS An importAnt prerequisite 

for the European construction. FrAnce realized the fact that 

West Germany•s economic recovery was inseparable from the recov-

ery of Western Europe •. By his proposal of 9 May 1950, Robert 

Schuman opened the way to Franco-German rapproachment •· He sug-

gested the establishment of a European Coal and Steel Community. 

It was an important step in the right ~irection. In the opinion 

of Robert Ducci, these were marvelously well chosen sectors from 

a tactical point of view; at any rate they satisfied the immedi-

ate concern of Germany and France, but they were too limited to 

permit strategic manoeuvres on a large scale. American pressure 

for German rearmament forced France to make a difficult choice 

between a German national army and a European army•. Jean Monnet 

who was playing a leading role in the construction of Eu~ope 

opted for a European army. Monnet advocated a new approach by 

industrial sectors as well as research in. atomic energy for 

peaceful ends. The Benelux countries took the initiative in 

suggesting a general economic approach to the common market which 

the French government supported. 

The establishment of European Coal and Steel Community had 

wide ramifications both in the construction of Europe and 

-----------------------------------~-----------------------------
9. John C. Cairns, France, Illusion, Conflict and Regeneration 
CNew York: New View Points ,1978) pp.24-32 
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the AtlAntic pact •. Most importantly it hAd fulfilled the 

first prerequisite for the construction of Europe in the form of 

FrAnco-German reconciliation. The object was to overcome the 

rivalry of two nations faced with the virtual collapse of the 

entire civilization. France realized that it was important to 

bind Germany by supranational bonds to France and other European 

' 
states. Once economic interests of Germany are tied with Euro-

pean states~ war will become practically an impossibility10 • 

On ' 9 May 1950. Robert Schuman declared. "Europe cannot be 

forged all at once~ Europe will be created by concrete achieve-

ments which first will establish real solidarity. To unify all 

European nations would require the elindn,~1tion of the secular 

conflict between France and Germany; any action undertaken must 

first of all affect France and Germany. 

The declaration further read: 

11 to this end ••••• French government proposes to place all 
Franco-German Coal and Steel production under a common High 
Authority in an organization open to the participation of the 
other countries of Europe. This proposal lays the first concrete 
foundations for a European federation. the indispensable pre
requisite of peace". 

10. Pieter Dankert "The European Community~ Past, Present and 
Future 11 Journal of Common market Studiej. <Oxford: 
Basil Backwell)~ Vol. 21. 1985 pp.4-16. 
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This move was the work of two men - Jean Monnet, who in-

spired it and Robert Schuman, who assumed the political responsi-

bility for it 11 • The idea of Coal and Steal pool correspor,ded to 

the current thought and the need of the situation. In 1949 the 

ide~ of coordinating the basic European industries was mentioned 

at meetings of the council of Europe in Strasbourg and the United 

Nations Economic Commission in Geneva. Furthermore, the United 

States was urging France to eliminate restrictions on German 

industry, especially metallurgy and to clarify its her stand on 

the integration of Germany into western Europe. At about the 

same time Washington discussed the question of rearming Germany, 

whose military potential and industrial power were based on Coal 

and Steel. Control of German industry could only grow weaker 

with the passage of time. So the moment had come to find some 

sort of joint administration. This ·question was Already being 

raised in certain French Political circles. 

The creation of Franco - German Coal and Steel would' serve 

cnnvergent economic and political goals. Futhermore, the formula-

tion of economic goal would facilitate the acceptance of contro-

versial political goals. 

11. Robert Schuman, The Schuman declaration, in Brent F •. Nel
son, Alexander c-G Stubb eds; European Uunion (Colorado: Lynne 
Reinnar Publications, 1994). pp.11. 
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The French steel industry was afraid l~st it should be 

outstripped by a rival with greater productive capacity. ~ore 

highly concentrated units and more competitive pri~es. The coal 

and steel ratio in France and Germany was such that the two 

economies were compl~mentary rather than competitive 1 •. The 

French steel industry imported German coke and Germany•s steel 

industry imported French iron ore. It therefore seemed expedient 

to create a vast mining and industrial 'complex embracing not only 

the Ruhr and Lorraine but also the Wallon part of Belgium. luxem-

bourg and north of France - a region artificially divided by 

political frontiers. It was believed that a common market in 

coal and steel would profit by the economic advantage of larger 

territory in a highly industrialized and densely populated area. 

Such an economic policy would forge powerful .common inter-

ests between the two major national economies. West Germany 

would be bound to France and to Western Europe by organic ties. 

France would get full credit for generosity by offering its 

hereditary enemy the prospect of reconciliation. The moral 

authority of France was declining at the end of the war owing to 

a long period of decadence that was political. 

military and economic rather 

12. Jacques Delors. "German Economic Expansion". 
Affairs, <Amsterdam) Writer. 1990. pp.72 
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cultural. Its reconciliation with Germany. its efforts after 1950 

to build European unity. won for it an influence such as it had 

not enjoyed since the French Revolution 1 m. The appeal for soli-

darity. for forgetting of insults and a restraint of national 

selfishness - all these were generous ideas that impres•ed public 

opinion inside and outside Europe. 

At the same time linked to this was the French desire to 
' 

maintain its identity. Frenchmen have regarded themselves as the 

leaders of the European civilization. They have developed a 

distinct French identity over the centuries and pride themselves 

of being French. As the global order changed and supremacy of 

the superpowers was established. Frenchmen felt a threat to their 

identity. They could no longer play a role they had been playing 

through centuries. France would be too small to influence polit-

leal decisions and intellectual currents 14 • But a unified Europe 

could play a dominant role in world politics. It would be a 

force to reckon with in a global order dominated by superpowers. 

For France the best way to maintain its identity was by assuming 

the leadership role in the construction of Europe. In this way 

French identity could be maintained and through the European 

Community France could influence both European and world 

politics. 

--------------------------------------------------~--------------
13. John Pinder. 11Positive and Negative Integration _: The World 
Today (london) March 1968. pp. 12-16. 
14. Peter Schemidt. '"French Security Policy Ambitions ... 
Aussen Politik <Hamburg) pp. 335-343. 
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The European Coal and Steel Community also solved the problem of 

French security. From the point of security this solution was 

substituted for the reverse alliance since military threat had 

now shifted to the East. It also provided insurance against a 

possible rap;>rochement between West Germany and the Soviet Union.'~ 

The Germans were badly shaken by defeat. The new democratic 

institutions had no roots. It might therefore be possible to 

consolidate these institutions into a community larger than a 

truncated nation. 

To sum up. by substituting organic bonds for the traditional 

rivalry. Robert Schuman•s proposal tended to satisfy France•s 

need for security in the face of German potential. An 

association between France and Germany would promote the long

t•rm goal of a federated Europe. Schuman•s declaration was very 

well received in Germany and Chancellor Adenauer hailed it as a 

"magnimous gesture on the part of France towards Germany 1 •. 

The •agnitude of the objectives called for new methods and 

means. There were debates mainly on three options on how to 

build European unity : the mechanism of the market or organized 

integration; a union of sectors or a union of nations. whether to 

give priority to political or economic considerations. 

15. Guy de Car•oy. ibid • no. 6 • pp.74 
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The discussion of these options highlighted the significanc~ 

of the new terms that had appeared in the political vocabulary. 

such as integration and Supranattionalism • which were consid-

ered more practical than the old ter•• of confederation and or 

federation. 

The option which was mostly debated was. should efforts be 

made to achieve econoaic integration in the hope of eventually 

achieving political union? Friedri<h List writing in the nine-

teenth century. had this to say: "' Commercial union and political 

union are twin sisters . . one cannot be born without the 

other". 1 •. 

With the failure of the European Defense Community <E.D.C.) 

1954. the road to military Europe was closed .far a long time and 

the road to political Europe as well because opposition to a 

European aray was also opposition to a prefederal concept of 

foreign policy. But the road to an economic Europe remained 

open. France had already begun to take that road with the ECSC. 

and She was to continue on it. European economic integration 

La relance Europeenne" - began in the spring of 1955 as soon as 

the Paris Accords on Western European Union were signed. 

In 1955. the Benelux countries took initiative in promoting 

a new start for Europe. The memorandum of Benelux countries was 

studied by the Council of Minister of the ECSC at Messina. 

16. M.Marchalr b.: Europe Solidaire .(Paris) 1985 •. pp. 150. 
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According to the document. "the progress made by the E.c.s.c. 

revealed the need to widen the co .. on market to include areas 

similar to those already covered by the organization17 • The 

Benelux countries believed that widening of common market would 

not be successful unless a more general integration was attempt-

ed. To this end they suggested creation of an economic community 

to work towards a common market by grAdual elimination of quotas 

and tariffs and the harmonization of, financial. economic and 

social policies of the member countries. 

The resolution adopted on 3 June 1955, at the Messina 

conference declared: 

"the governments recognize that the time has come to enter a 
new phase in the construction of Europe. They·are of the opinion 
that European construction must first be achieved in the economic 
domain". It went on ... we must work towards the establishment 
of a United Europe, through the development of common institu
tions. the gradual merger of national econo•ies. the creation of 
a common market and increasing harmonization of social poli
cies ... 

A committee of intergovernmental delegates was asked to 

prepare the way for a comm~n market and a joint organization 

for peaceful development of atomic energy. This · six 

power committee was presided over by the Belgian foreign 

minister Pa~l - Henri Spaak, with its headquarte~s in Brussels. 

17. Commission of the European Communities. 8 Surve¥ of 
Economies of Scale. Economic Papers, Luzembourg _October. 
pp.7-10 
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The "Spaak Report" was a r_emarkable document which was both 

a resume of the suggestion of experts and an analysis of the phi-

losophy of the common market. It provided a so~id basis for 

future negotiations. At the end of May 1956. the delegates u.et 

in Venice. Christian Pineau the French foreign minister. ap-

proved the initiation of preliminary negotiations on two 

treaties. one creati~g the EEC and the other Euratom. 

Publication of the Spaak Report facilitated negotiation 

between France and its partners. The plan for common market was 

presented as a cohesive and balanced whole. embracisng every 

factor of production and all sectors of the economy. The Pream-

ble stated: 

"The purpose of the common market is to create a vast area 
for common economic policy. a powerful productive entity that 
will permit continuous expansion. increasing stability. rapid 
improvement in the standard of living and the development of 
harmonious relations among participating nations". 

Two years after the Messina Conference France approved the 

creation of the European Economic Community CE.E.C> by a large 

majority. This action contained the seeds of a revolution in the 

economic life of France and continental Europe. 

The rationale for the creation of Euratom must be viewed 

from two stand points: America•s policy of eliminating secrecy 

from the civilian use of nuclear energy and Euiope•s fear of 

shortage of energy. The two nuclear superpowers sponsored the 

creation of an International Agency for Atomic Energy with its 
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headquaters in Vienna. The industrialised nations of western 

Europe were eKtremely interested in the application of the nucle-

ar techniques. Following a report by the organisati~n ,of European 

cooperation·<O.E.E.C) in 1956. the council of the O.E.E.C estab-

lished in December 1957 the European Agency for Nuclear Energy. 

Its main purpose was to organize technical cooperation 'by creat-

ing joint enterprises. 

According to its sponsors. Euration had more ambitions 

objectives. According to Pierre - Olivier Lapie. it should 

"promote the creation of a new industry by providing it with 

scientific. technical. material. commercial and institutional 

foundations 1··~. 

The Spaak Report defined the objectives of the common ma~ket 

in almost identical ter•s. To achieve these goals. the document 

said. it was absolutely necessary to merge the separat~ markets. 

Such a merger would. "through an increasing division of labour. 

eliminate the waste in the utilization of resources and by giving 

greater assurance of access to supplies. help to give up 

unprofitable produc~ions". It further added. 

" In any branches of industry. national markets offer no 
opportunity to achieve the optimum production which monopolistic 
enterprises permit. The advantage of a large market is that it 
reconciles mass production with the absence of monopoly 1 •". 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
18. Pierre Olivier Lapie. ~ Trois Communities <Paris: Fayard. 
1960) pp. 143. 
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To achieve a merger of market~ and smooth transition from 

national markets to a ~ingle aarket, the customs union which 

created a common external tariff met the first prerequisite, 

economic union the second. 

Most of the responsibilities of the European Economic 

Community devolved upon two key instit~tions, the Council of 

Ministers and the Commission. 

To sum up, the rationale for the inception of the EC was as 

varied as different organs of European construction. The ration-
• 

ale for the construction of Europe was linked to the Atlantic 

Alliance, the changing global order dominated by two super pow-

ers, the threat of Soviet Communism, Europe•s insecurity and its 

desire to becoae a major international power, French desire ~o 

maintain its identity through a Unified Europe, French ~uest for 

security and its development and the German eagerness to rise 

from the ruins of the world war. For all these and construction 

of Europe, Franco - German reconciliation was a prerequisite, 

which was immediately fulfilled as the situation demanded. Now 

tor the progress and strengthening of European construction 

Franco - German Cooperation was required. 

------------------~-------------------------------~--------------
19. Official Publication of the European Communities, Si~ql~ 

Market, <Luxembourg, 1993) pp.12-15. 
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1.2 FRANCO-GERMAN CENTRALlTY IN THE EVOLUTION OF EC 

France•s partners in the O.E.E.C were concerned with the 

question of whether de Gaulle. who had vehemently criticized the 

Treaty of Rome. was really interested in getting the common 

market underway. But on the other hand de Gaulle had come to 

realize the fact that common market can be possible means of 

helping France to become a dominant power on the continent. 

Early in 1960 his outlook coincided with-- that of the Commission. 

which wanted to consolidate an institution that was still frag-

Members of the O.E.E.C. also wondered about France•s abili-

ty. given the critical state of its balance of payments. to put 

into effect by 1 January 1959. the tariff regulation prescribed 

in the Treaty of Rome. 

Both the fears were dissipated. one by the French monetary 

reform. which incl_uded new economic policy and devaluation of 

franc and the other by Franco-German rapprochement. 

On 13 February 1960. well ahead of time the Council of 

Ministers approved a common external tariff. After the signing 

of the North Atlantic Treaty. the policy of western powe r·s. 

towards West Germany was founded on three principles : integra-

tion of the Federal Republic into a western complex of military. 

political and economic instiitutions. on German rearmament. 

preparation of eventual reunification of Germany. 

20. Charles de Gaulle. Memoirs of Hope. Renewal and Endevour 
1958-62 <London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson. 1971> pp.44-47. 
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Afte~ 1958 three farturs influenced the West German situa-

tion. The launching of the common market tightened the bonds 

between Germany and its partne~s in the EEC7 Soviet pressure over 

the problem of Berlin tended to call into question the quadripar-

tite status of the city7 and finally General de Gaulle attempted 

to impose his personal conceptions about the functioning of the 

Atlantic pact and the political and economic construction of 

Europe. 

The general•s attitude towards Germany fluctuated between 

distrust and confidence. His friendly feelings towards Chancel-

lor Adenauer7 which were reciprocated7 plus the international 

situation7 impelled him to ~enter his strategic policy on Franco 

- German cooperation. He began to implement this policy from the 

time of his interview with Adenauer at Colombey on 14 September 

Franco-German Cooperation was also in the interest of 

Germany. Germany was dependent on the west and Chancellor had no 

intention of conducting an autonomous foreign policy. On the 

contrary he sought the moral support of a more independent conti-

nental partner. 

21. Jean Chailot. The Gaullist Phenomenon <London: George Allen 
and Unwin. 1971> pp.72-75. 
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The generAl purpose of the FrAnco - German Cooperation was, from . 

the French point of view, to insure West German support for the 

launching of the common market. This was important to the French 

economy. De Gaulle also wanted an ally when the time came to 

implement his ideas on the construction of Europe. In return, 

France would back the Federal Republic in its resistance to 

Soviet pressure. It would also suppo~t any attempt contemplated 

from time to time by UK and the United States, to accept a com-

promise solution over Berlin and status by Germany. 

The crisis began when on 27 November, 1958, a Soviet memo-

randum suggested to western powers that West Berlin should become 

a demilitarized free city. At the height of the crisis General 

de Gaulle chose the moment to expound his views on Berlin crisis 

and the entire German problem. This was the moment when acting 

like a true friend he could win the friendship and support of the 

German people. 

In a press conference on 25 March 1959, he reminded his 

listeners that three closely connected question have been raised 

by Moscow: West Berlin•s communication system, the formal· divi-

sion of Germany and neutralization of Germany. Before entering 

into more detailed discussion, he defined the climate of Franco-

German relations: 

"Germany as she exists at present, in no way threatens 
us •••••• we can believe that she constitutes as essential ele
ment in the life and progress of Europe and the entire world. 
Furthermore, France and Germany have decided to cooperate. 
Chancellor Adenauer•s policy coincides with our own". He could 
not allow, he said, the city of Berlin to be subjected to the 
"Pankow System". 
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He refused to recognize East Germany as a free state and 

finally pledged for the reunification of Germany. He also 

backed Germany in its rejection of the British suggestion of 

'disengagement•••. Thus de Gaulle was only one of the three 

Western allies to recognize the Oder-Neisse line as the 

eastern border of Germany. 

In the second phase of Berlin crisis in 1961, when the 
.. 

Berlin wall was erected, the Germans were worried about American 

intentions, which it could not oppose openly.•3 

I 

De Gaulle took a quite different view ~rom that of the 

Americans. In a press conference he said, "Let the Soviets stop 

threatening, let them help to reestablish a detente instead of 

hindering it". Again in his press conference on 15 Hay 1962, a 

new note was sounded on the nature and aims of Franco German 

relations. 
"There is a solidarity between France and Germany. The 

immediate security of the two peoples depends on this solidarity. 
One has but to look at the map to be convinced of this. Any hope 
of uniting Europe in the political, economic and military domains 
rests on this solidarity. Therefore.the destiny of all of Europe 
from the Atlantic to the Urals depends on this solidarity. For 
if it is possible to establish in Western Europe an organization 
that is solid, prosperous and dynamic, then we can once ag~in 
look forward to equilibrium in Europe with the Eastern States and 
once again we can look forward to a truly European cooperation". 

22. James L.Richardson, Germany and ~ Atlantic Alliance <Cam
bridge. Mass: Harvard university Press, 1966) pp.69, 268. 

23.Henry A. Kissinger, The Troubled Alliance <New York : He Graw
Hill, 1965>, pp.69. 
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The Franco-German solidarity was made to appear as the key 

to the construction of Western Europe and ultimately. all of 

Europe. During the en~uing months. the tightening of Franco 

German political bonds was the primary objective of both Chancel-

lor Adenauer and General de Gaulle. From July 2 to 9 the Chan-

cellor paid an official visit to France. The General returned the 

courtesy. visiting Germany from 4 to 9 September. Both visits 

were marked by official welcomes and enthusiastic public demon-

strations. 

In ans~er to President Luebke•s ~elcoming speech upon de 

Gaulle•s arrival in Bonn. the General responded by extolling the 

union of France and Germany. first "in the fac.e of Soviet desire 

for domination". next as "bul~ark of po~er and prosperity" for an 

alliance of free ~orld; finally 

" it should ease tensions by heralding an international 
understanding that ~ill enable all of Europe to create equilibri
um. peace and progress from Atlantic to Urals. The necessary 
condition for such a union is a vigorous. strong Western European 
community. essentially a single and identical Franco-German 
policy". 

Speaking in Hamburg to the officers of the German staff 

college. de Gaulle explained the purpose of Franco-German 

Cooperation. 

"And no~ a co 1 ossal ~or ld threat has arisen. The C:'..lant i c 
Alliance that ~as organized to contain it ~ill be useless unless 
the Frenchmen and Germans on both sides of the Rhine are in 
agreement". 

He quoted the German ~riter Zueckmayer: "Yesterday it ~as 

our duty to be enemies. today it is our privilege to be 
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brothers". 

The official communique published in Bonn on 7 Septeffiber 

1962. stated that France and Germany " are t:onvinced that their 

future is bound up with the gradual development of a united 

Europe". It announced that " practical steps wi 11. be taken by 

the two governments to tighten the bonds that already e~ists in 

many domains". The ensuing negotiations were based on a French 

memorandum of 19 September which suggested than an institutional 

' character should be given to Franco-German cooperation by carry-

ing out some of the provisions of the Fouchet plan. The German 

answer of 19 November stressed that military cooperation between 

the two nations should be worked out within the framework of 

NATO. The two foreign ministers met in Paris on 16-17 December 

1962 to give finishing touches to a treaty of cooperation. Thus 

de Gaulle. having failed to convince the ~ix of the EEC hoped to 

achieve a union of states on a bilateral basis. 

A few days before signing the treaty de Gaulle held his 

famous press conference of 14 January 1963. He used the oLea-

sion to reject publictly the AR.erican offer of Polaris missiles 

and to exclude the UK from the EEC. In enthusiastic terms he 

described the exemplary nature of the Franco-German cooperation: 

"Two great peoples who fought each other terribly and for a 
long time are now drawn together in an identical impulse of 
affection and understanding. What is actually happening is a 
kind of mutual discovery between two neighbours in which each 
perceives the value. merit and dynamism of the other". 

The treaty of cooperation was signed in January 1963. The 

treaty provided for meetings twice a year between chiefs of state 
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and heads of gove~nment. qu•~te~ly meetings between fo~eign · 

ainisters~ regular meetings between the authorities of the two 

count~ies re•ponsible for defense. education and youth. The 

meetings would cover a large field. 

" The two gove~nments would consult each othe~ on all 
impo~tant questions of foreign policy and prima~ily on matte~s of 
common inte~est. with the object of arriving at a joint decision 
as faY as possible". 

Problems relating to the European Community. East - West 

relations and NATO were listed under the heading of matters 

of common interest. In the domain of defense. the competent 

authorities were to make eve~y attempt to adjust their strategic 

doctorines. increase eKchanges of army pe~sonnel and wo~k togeth-

e~ on armaments•4 • 

Thus F~anco German relations are traditionally viewed as 

the co~nerstone of the European edifice. Franco German 

relations also went through some bad patches when th~ir opinions 

varied and there was mistrust and loss of confidence. But these 

were overcome in the interest of both and in the interest of 

Europe. As a yesult Franco - German relations acted as a 

ba~ometer. as it we~e. of the dynamism or. on the cont~ary the 

stagnation of European spiYit. Not that friendly relations 

between Germany and F~ance are enough in themselves for the 

political construction of Europe. but they are certainly a neces-

sary condition. 

---------------------------------------------------~---------
24. He~bert Tint. FYench Foreign Policy since the Second World 
Hi!..c. <London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson Ltd. 1972) pp.57-60. 
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Besides. from its very beginAing the construction of Europe 

has been placed under the banner of Franco - German relations. 

It is significant from this pnint of view. that it should owe so 

much to a man like Robert Schuman. who was profoundly influenced 

by the two cultures. and who was to suffer personally from the 

confrontation between France and Germany. 

T.he reconciliation sealed by De Ga.ulle and Adenauer in 1962-

63. and which had already been a reality for a number of years 

was cemented by the Paris -Bonn axis. Despite sorue setbacks the 

entente between the two capitals survived. without apparent 

difficulty. despite changes in men and political parties took 

place both in Paris and Bonn •. The Franco - German solidarity no 

doubt played a part in the spectacular conversion to the European 

idea of not only a country such as Great Britain but also a 

certain number of French politicians. And that this effect has 

also played no small part in the opening of a new phase. one 

which led to the adoption of the technological community. EUREKA. 

and the signing of the Single European Act <SEA) and finally 

leading to the Maastricht Treaty 

25. Dankert Peter. "The European Community - Past • Present and 
future". Journal of common market studies vol 21 nos. 1 and 2 
<Oxford: Basil Blackwell). 1989. pp7-10. 
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Whenever Europe was in danger of a breakdown. the line 

between Paris and Bonn was restored. French President <a 

5ocialist) went in the middle of the election campai~n to give 

support to the German Chancellor ( a Christian democrat) in the 

Bundestag and at the 20th anniversary of the signature of the 

Elysee Treaty. in favour of deployment of Euromissiles~ It was 

the Franco - German determination which enabled this operation 

to take place. despite formidable campa_ign launched by the Soviet 

Union. 

Again when the talks on agricultural and monetary issues 

could not succeed between the twelve and was on the verge of 

collapse. it was as a result of intense consultation between the 

leaders of France and Germany that the deadloc~ was broken. Th~ 

momentum thus generated enabled the agricultural council. the 

following night. to settle hitherto burning question of farm 

prices for the coming agricultural year. 

The Franco - German solidarity remained alive because of a 

willingness on both sides to succeed. despite whatever pressures 

brought on them. The agricultural sector required strong Franco 

- German cooperation as both were equally attached td it as what 

was termed as Franco - German 'rural sphere. Cooperation in this 

sector proved to be a major contribution to the political and 

economic construction of Europe. 

26. Brigouleix Bernard. "The Franco-German cement 
edifice". European Affairs ( Amsterdam) no.3/87 autum 
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French and Germans are also beginning to embark on a fresh 

exchange of ideas in the field of defence. The project for a new 

generation of helicopt~rs was agreed in 1987 in Paris by the two 

defence ministers. Messrs. Giraud and Worner. can be of interest 

to all their European partners. The same could be said for the 

idea of an integrated Franco - German fighting unit~ A joint 

military exercise of some 22.000 French soldiers and 55.000 

German soldiers took place in South Germany : subsequently it was 

announced that a 'Common Council• of security and defence was to 

be established between France and Germany in January 1988. The 

objective was to complement 'American defence• of Europe with 

autonomous European defence based on the concept of deterrence. 

There remains the immense field of industry and technology. 

French and Germans have joined hands to launch and carry out such 

major ventures as the Airbus and Ariane. Paris and Bonn whose 

engineers and economists have largely developed the habit of 

reflecting and working together have a great deal to offer Europe 

in this connection. 

There remains also. as regards the awareness of cultural 

identity and exchange of young people. leading to a better knowl

edge of one•s partners. In short. one can see that despite 

slightly bitter and disillusioned views. France and Germany in 

tandem have more or less much to propose to Europe. Franco-

German solidarity can be best summed up with the well known 

saying of saint - Exupery : "Love is not looking at each · other. 
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rather it is looking together in the same direction"•7 • 

1.3 Four Phased Progression of the E& 

(a) Customs Unionln interpreting our definition. distinction 

should be made between integration and cooperation. The differ-

ence is qualitative AS well as quantitative. Whereas cooperation 

includes actions aimed at lessening discrimination. the process 

of econ\omic integration comprises measures that entail the sup-

pression of some forms of discrimination For example the 

international agreements on trade policies belong to the area of 

international cooperation. while the removal of trade harriers 

is an act of economic integration. Distinguishing between coop-

eration and integration. we put the main characteristics of the 

latter - the abolition of discrimination within an area into 

clearer focus and give the concept definite meaning without 

unnecessarily diluting it by the inclusion of diverse actions in 

the field of international cooperation••. 

Economic integration can take several forms that represent 

varying degrees of integration. These are free - trade area. a 

customs union. a common market. an economic union and complete 

economic union. In a free trade area. tariffs (and quantitative 

restrictions) between the participating countries are abolished. 

27. Phillips Griffiths eds; Contemporary Fiench 
<Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1987) pp.87. 

Philosophy 

28. Bela Balassa. The Theory of Economic 
Alexander Stubb eds; European Union <Colorado: 
1994). pp.126. 
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but each country retains its awn tariffs against nonmembers. 

Establishing a customs union involves, besides the suppression of 

discrimination in the field of commodity movements within the 

unianr the equalization of tariffs in trade with nan member 

countries. At the same time customs duties between member states 

are removed. 

In the twentieth century no significant customs Unions were 

formed until the end of the second world warr although several 

attempts had been made to integrate the economie~ of various 

European countries. Political obstacles were the main cause for 

the failure of these projects. 

The interwar period has witnessed a considerable degree of 

disintegration of the European and world economy. On the 

European seen the mounting trade and payments restrictions since 

1913 deserve attention. Ingvar Svennilsan has shown thatr· as a 
I 

result of the increase in trade impedimentsr the import trade of 

the advanced industrial countries of Europe shifted from the 

developed to the less developed economies of this arear which did 

not specialize in manufactured products~ This shift implies a 

decline in the competition between the industrial products of the 

more advanced economies and a decrease in specialization among 

these countries. But lessening of specialization was 

characteristic not only among more advanced European economies 

but also of European economy as a whole. This development can be 

demonstrated by trade and production figures for the period of 
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1913 38. While the value of commodity production in Europe; 

increased by 32 percent. intra-European trade increased by 10 

percent. The formation of Economic Community and customs union 

can be regarded as a possible solution for the reintegration of 

European economies. 

Another factor responsible for the disintegration of 

European economy has been the stepping - up of state intervention 

in economic affairs in order to counteract cyclical fluctuations. 

sustain full employment correct incom~ distribution and influence 

growth. Plans for economic integration are designed partly to 

counteract the element of discrimination inherent in 

increased scope of state intervention. 

A related argument regards the establishment of customs 

unions as desirable for mitigating cyclical fluctuations 

transmitted through foreign trade relations. The foreign trade 

dependence of the European common market countries. for ~xample. 

decreases by about 35 per cent if trade among six countries is 

regarded as internal trade. The memory of depression in the 

1930s gives added weight to this argument. However. for this 

proposition to be valid., there is need for some degree of 

coordination in counter - cyclical policies among the participat-

ing countries••. 

29. Maclenan 
Journal of 
pp.23-46. 

Malcon. "The Common Market and French Planning"., 
common market studies (London) vol.3 no.1 • 1989 
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Last but not the least. it is expected that integration will 

foster the growth of European economies. This outcome is assumed 

to be the result of various dynamic factors. su~h as large 

scale economies. This outcome is assumed to be the result of 

various dynamic factors. such as large scale economies on 

wider markets lessening of uncertainty in intra - area trade and 

a faster rate of technological change 10 • In this regard. the 

increased interest in economic growth has further contributed to 

the attention given to the possibiliti~s of economic integration. 

Establishment of the customs union was an important step in this 

direction. 

The Rome treaties establishing the European Economic 

Community <EEC> and European Atomic Energy Co~munity <Euratom>. 

together with the Paris treaty establishing the European Coal and 

Steel Community <ECSC) formed the constitution of the E4ropean 

Community. The European treaties all have the same objective 

economic expansion and higher standards of living. accompanied by 

political union of the peoples of Europe. 

The EEC Treaty•s immediate objectives were the ~stablishment 

of a customs union with free movement of goods between member 

states. the dimantling of quotas and barriers to trade of all 

kinds and free movement of persons. services and capital. 

Beyond this the treaty provided for a number of common 

policies on matters such as agriculture. transport and 
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comp•tition. the hArmonizAtion of legislation. a social policy~ 

and an external trade policy. 

In its endeavours to attAin four great freedoms (free move-

ment of persons. goods. services and capital>. the Community 

started with the tackling of problems such as the right of estab-

lishment. free movement for all workers. harmonizirig national 

legislation and gradually creating a single marketmo. 

During the first few years aftar the signing of the EEC 

treaty. substantial achievements were made. The first cut in 

customs duties in trade between member states were made on 1 

January 1959. All these customs duties were to be abolished 

gradually according to a time table set out in the EEC Treaty. 

In trade with the rest of the world. a common external customs 

tariff is gradually set up at the same time. The economic 

progress made by the Community and continuing desire for closer 

cooperation brought political cooperation back into the lime
\ 

light. 

The first regulation on free movement of workers from member 

states within the Community came into force on 1 September 1961. 

It opened up frontiers to job seekers from all .the member states 

and protected them by giving them the same rights and obligations 

as nationals of whatever country they go to. 

30. Official Publication of the European Communities. "The SinqlP 
Market". <Luxembourg) 1993. pp.22-23. 
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Ever since the EEC Treaty came into force. the elaboration 

of common agricultural policy was a cornerstone in European 

integration. on a par with the establishment of a customs union. 

The GATT multilateral trade negotiations beqan on 4 May 

1964 with the Community t~king part in them. These neqotiations 

which took place under the name of Kennedy Round resulted in 

substantial cut in international customs duties. The Community•s 

external .tariff was reduced by between 3-5 to 40 percent. depend

ing on the product and was lower than the tariffs of its major 

trading partners. The negotiations ultimately ended on 30 June 

1967 with a general reduction in customs tariffs by all the 

world•s major trading countries and in new conditions for de

veloping trade in agricultural products. 

The 

eighteen 

customs union was finally completed on 1 July 

months ahead of the timetable in the EEC Treaty. 

1968. 

All 

customs duties were removed in trade between member states. But 

the system of preferential tariffs remained based on competition 

and production. At the same time the Community finally set up 

its common external tariff. 

The Treaty of Rome declared that it intended to confirm the 

solidarity between peoples of Europe and desire to ensure the 

development of their prosperity. Thus by pooling their resour~es 

to preserve and strengthen peace and liberty. called upon other 
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peoples of Europe who shared their ideal to join in their ef-

forts. 

In other words. the Community was open for other European 

countries to join if they fulfilled certain criteria. The first 

enlargement of the European Community took effect on 1 January 

1973. The most important member which joined the European Commu

nity was the United Kingdom • Since the inception of the Euro- · 

pean Community. the UK did not show much interest in joining the 

EC. This was more because of its Commonwedlth affliations and 

Atlantic relation~. The other two countries that joined the 

Community along with UK are Denmark and Ireland. Thus the Commu-

nity from 1973 became a tommunity of nine. 

Economically and commercially the Community of Nine became a 

power to reckon with on the world stage. The United States 

invited the enlarged Community to a new multilateral trade nego-

tiations within GAAT in September 1973. The Soviet Union. origi-

nally hostile to the Community. began to take a more realistic 

view of things and recognised realities in Europe31 • 

31. Official Publication of the European Communities. Europe and 
the challenge of enlargement • <Luxembourg • 1992 ). Supplement 
392. pp.7-10. 
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(c) Second expansion from nine to ten C1980) 

The second enlargement raised a series of new problems 

for the Community because of the differences between levels of 

development in applicant countries and in the Community. Once 

these c9untries become part of the Communityp latter will hav~ to 

bear the cost of their development. On the other hand enlarge

ment will confirm the political basis for the integration of 

Europe and will strengthen the Community•s position in the world. 

In the Athensp Greece and the Community signed the 

of accession. Greece became the tenth member state 

treaty 

of the 

Community with effect from 1 January 1981. Greece•s entry inau

gurated the Community•s expansion southwards. 

The Greek accession was spread over a five year 

transitional period during which the Greek economy was to gradu

ally adjust to the higher economic level in the Community. For 

this Greece was given substantialp financial Community backing. 

Greece•s membership added 9.2 million to the Community•s popula

tion. raising it to 269 million. 

The Community•s activities in relation to the third world 

also expanded considerably. The Community extended i~s agree

ments with associated states. In July 1973 n~gotiations were 

held 

1972 

not only with Yaounde• Convention countries. which since 

included Mauritius. but also with twenty seven other de-
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veloping countries of Africa th• Carribbean •nd the Pacific 

<ACP>. twenty four of them Commonwealth countries. The main 

object was to broaden the Yaounde conventions following the 

Community enlargement. to take in countries that have special 

relations with United Kingdom and few other countries. 

On 2 January 1973 free trade agreements came into forc2 

between the Community and some of the EFTA countries that have 

not joined the Community. The countries were Austria. Portugal 

Switzerland and Sweden. Agreements with other EFTA members. 

Iceland, Norway and Finland came into force later. The EFTA 

countries thus enjoyed a customs union with the Community but did 

not participate in the community•s common policies. 

The Community also entered into agreements with the Maghreb 

countries <Tunisia, ALgeria. and Morocco) in April 1976 and wjth 

Mashreq countries <Egypt. Syria. Jordan and Lebnon) in January 

1977. By the agreement made with Israel io May 1975, the Com

mission implemented its global Mediterranean policy. 

The agreement with Southern Mediterranean countries provided 

for the reduction or removal of customs duties on most of the 

products that Community imports from them it also provided for 

economic, technical and financial cooperation as regard to Magreb 

countries which has 800,000 of their citizens working in the 

Community ; and it also guaranteed the same working conditions 

and social security rights enjoyed by the nationals of the Commu

nity. 
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Cd) The Third Expansion fL2m !Lu. to twelve 1986 

Portugal and Spain applied for membership of the Community 

in March and July 1977 respectively. Both Spain and Portugal got 

the membership of the Community in 1986. This was the third 

expan•ion of the Community: the Community of ten was transformed 

into the Community of twelve. 

These new countries had recently returned to democratic fold 

which enabled the Community to expand southwards. To the popula-

tion of 269 million of the Community. 9 million was added by 

Portuqal and 35 million by Spain. thereby raising the Community 

population to 313 millions 3 • • 

32. Official Publication of the European Communities. "Steps to 
European Unity ''• <Luxembourg. 1981>. pp.14-16. 
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CHAPTER ll 

I h.~ FRANCO - GERMAN CO-OPERATION IN PREPARING BLUEP~ l~l fOF{ 

(a) Two .~.!llU:: . .'3.Y- Shocks of the ·1970's 

The oil crisis of 1973-74 w~s triggered by the oil embargo 

of October 1973. This embargo was initiated by a group of Arab 

oil-exporting countries in retaliatiaon t6 the United States and 

West Europe's support of Israel during the Arab - Israeli war of 

1973. Soon after the embargo, oil spot prices soared to levels 

which were unprecedented in the history of oil production. The 

ranq~ of bids for auctioned crude oil by Iranian, Libyan and 

Nigerian governments was somewhere between $17 to $24 per barrel 

in December 1973. 

Even though the period of oil embargo was brief an.d supply 

conditions returned to normal at the end of 1973,the price of 

crude oil remained permanently at this new level 1. Even the 

wot-ld 1.1.•ide recession of 1974-75 did not have a si~;:tnifi-

1. A.P. Jacquemin and H.W. de Jong,eds., Theoretical elements 
for an introduction of Petroleum economics', in market, 
coq;!orate ~nd the state, <Hague: Martinus Nio;thoff, ·1976) Also 
s e e C )l r· u s B i n a , T h e E c o n om i c s o f 0 i 1 C r· i s i..2. ( L o n d o n ; t"i e r 1 i n P t- e s s , 
i985)pp.1-8. 
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cant impact on the oil price structure. 

Many theories have been put forward to explain the causes ofthe 

oil cr-isis. The traditional view of the oil crisis as argued by 

Raymond Vernon was because of the low cost of the crude oil 

relative to other sources of energy. Consequently, ~.e assents 

that as national incomes of consuming nations increased during 

the last two decades, their demand fo~ energy increased corre-

spondin9ly. But since crude oil was cheaper than other sources, 

crude oil grew faster than the demand for other 

sources and this in combination with the supply interruption 

resulted in crisi~.2 

After the Second World War, the need for quick reconstr-uc--

tion of Western Europe, on one hand, and the existence of cheap 

sour· ce s of oil in the middle East, on the other, led to the 

gradual displacement of coal industry in Europe. This substitu-

tion, as R. Prodi and A. Clo indicate, resulted in (a) 

controls over coal market, (b) a lack of common energy policy and 

separate rules for coal and oil markets and (c) lack of adequate 

leqislative rules for the limitation of entry of multinational 

oil companies in the European market.3 Therefore, the European 

1T1atket was flooded .,,,,.ith cheap Middle East oil and qraducdly the 

2. Ravn1ond Ve tnon, "An interpretation",London: 
•1975) pp.1-14. 

3. Romano Prodi 
•1975) 7 pp. 92. 

and Alberto Cloo, 'Europe", 
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dependence of European economies on imported oil was established. 

The entrance of the so-called independent oil companies 

during the 1950s and 1960s was another source of crisis. Edith 

Penrose also points out that the OPEC countries <oil producin•J 

countries) gained bargaining power vis-a-vis all the oil compa-

nies. In addition the growing dependence of the United States on 

Middle Eastern oi 1 in general and Ara'i::J oi 1 in particular, was 

added to the background of conflicts over the establishment of 

the 'State of Israel'. Coupled with inflation in industrial 

countries and world wide confusion in the international monetary 

system, these conditions resulted 1n further disarray.4 

Some theorists like Norman Girvan who believe 1n dependency 

tt,eory of oil crisis point out that the oil crisis of 1973-74 wa.s • 

the manifestation of the crisis in the world capitalist economy 

which came about with the OPEC offensive of 1973-74. Girvan thus 

forms power - relations framework to explain the sudden increase 

in the 'posted price' of crude oil in 1973-74. Such a power 

struggle in the conte:<t of world econon,y 1s said to be the mani-

festation of economic nationalism of the 'Third World' countries 

4. Edith Pent-ose, "The Development of Cri-:>is", London : Dedaj_u·;, 
Fall 1975 pp. 39 
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in order to gain a 'nearly equal role' in their relationship with 

the industrial powers of the center.5 As a resul~. such a 

crisis is seen to be consequence of struggle for'national econom-

ic sovereignty' on the part of the primary producing CDuntries in 

general and OPEC in particular. Hence, 'Economic Nationalism' 

was said to be the motivating force be~ind the sudden increase in 

oil prices, prior to and during the embargo period. The oil 

crisis was not caused by an actual shortage of crude oil but 

instead initiated for the sole purpose of increasing its price. 

Some theorists believe in a 'conspiracy theory' behind the 

oil crisis. This view is based on the idea that the U.S. govern-

ment, in collaboration with the international oil companies and 

OPEC, intentionally brought about the oil crisis of 1973-74. As 

a result, the focus of the above argument is on the differential 

impact of the four-fold increase of the oil prices on the U.S. 

economy on the one hand and the economies of Western Europe and 

Japan on the other. U.S. balance of payments was adversely 

affected by the price rise, but it was negligible compared to 

what happened to the balance of payments of West European and 

Japanese economies. The conspiracy theorists argue that U.S. 

5. Norman Girvan, 'Economic Nationalism', London : Dedalus Fall 
1975, pp. 1,4,5. 
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government must have initiated the process of the price hike in 

order to hurt the West European and particularly Japanese econo-

mies. Thus the oil crisis of 1973-74 is seen to reflect the 

desire of domination of the United States ov•r the globe, a .pa 

domination which since world war II was obtained by under-

cutting such countries as the United Kingdom.6 

Whatever may be the causes behind the energy crisis of 1973-

74, it severely affected the economies of West European countries 

and the world economy already hit by recession, the European 

leaders felt the need for other alternatives. It made t herr, 

t·ealize that it was only through European unity and a strong 

European monetary system they could face such crises in future. 

The second oil crisis struck Europe in 1979-80, as it was 

beginning to take real stock of the harmful effect of the first 

oil crisis of 1973. All the countries in the European Community 

were confronted with the same problems related to balance of 

6. Michael Tanzer, "The Energy Crisis" MonthlY.: review 
(New York), 1974 pp. 17-18. 

Press, 

Micha.el Tanzer, "The Race for 
Press, <New Yod::), ·1980 pp. ·108-·10. 

Resources" Monthly Revie1.1.• 
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payments, inflation, the budget and unemployment. 

The second oil crisis, born of the Iranian Revolution, 

once more underlined the vanity of the hopes periodi-

cally provided by some surpluses on the market ''rather 

than the rise 

of fragility 

in prices, it is the appearance of new sources 

which seems to us to deserve attention''. The 

of foregoing quotation, taken from the annual report 

the Institute Francaise des Relations Interntaionales, 

exactly expresses the concern of the European Commission 

about the energy challenge. 

The Iranian crisis set oil prices alight when there was no 

world shortage. The headon clash between Iraq and Iran high-

lighted one of Europe's particular problems: because of their 

dependence on one of these two states for their oil supplies, 

certain EEC countries went through a difficult period for their 

supplies. 

The European Commission proposed to the governments an 

indepth study of the future construction of Europe. The second 

aspect of energy challenge, the rational use of energy, was an 

absolute must to enable a revitalization of European and world 

economic activity during the 1980s. 

The manner in which Europe responded to the challenge of 

energy in particular, and to that of its dependence on raw mate-
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rials in general, was to have repercussions throughout the world. 

How could Europe solve the energy problems of developing nations 

if it could not make better use of its own resources. 

In diagnosing the energy problem of the EEC and analysing 

the perspective for the 1980s and 90s, the European Commission 

came to one crystal-clear conclusion: the level of investment was 

totally inadequate to answer futur~ needs,. If the economy 

revived, the Community countries which would not have made neces-

sary investments would have once again required to increase their 

oil imports. The price ~ay rise and these rises in turn may 

neutralize the beneficial effects of an economic revival. 7 

According to the Commission it was necessary ~o get tog~ther some 

500-600 billion dollars to satisfy the restructuring of energy 

demand and requirements of energy supply. 

(b) Technolog.>.:: lag. in the later 1970s and earl>.:: 1980s 

People in Europe took some time to realize that a new 

technological revolution was imminent. This technological 

revolution· was mainly based on the information and 

telecommunications industries. Not only the European nations 

remained behind in this technological revolution, but they were 

7. Ralf Dahrendorf, EuroP-e's econom>.:: in crisis <London: Weiden
feld and Nicholson, ·1982), pp.·126-27. 



also criticized for having allowed the disappearance of or dis-

mantling of the steel industry, the shipyards and textile indus-

try in Europe. 

Europe lagge~ behind USA and Japan and was in great need for 

scientific progress, more so because of its fewer natural re-

sources and more serious demographic p'roblems. 

Europe's basic option in the changing world was 

specialization, as its applied industrial technology was 

inadequate for the needs of international competition. This was 

primarily because of Europe's social and cultural reservations 

about the effects of technology on employment and social life.e 

Secondly, state intervention in Europe was losing a lot of its 

impact by being divided between concl!'·;t-nt projects. 

In industrial terms, the 1970s and 1980s is viewed as a 

period of turbulence. The two energy shocks which. symbolically, 

marked an end to the period of fast growth of industries such as 

bulk chemicals, plastics and artificial fibres, all predicated 

upon plentiful supplies of cheap oil, and badly shook the other 

8. N. Nu9ent, The Government c:u1d Politics 
Communit~ (London: Macmillan, 1989) pp 24-26. 
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engine of post-war growth - the motor car. As these fast-growth 

industries of the 1950s and 1960s rn~tured, they we~e replaced by 

new industrial sectors, in particular by electronics and its 

associated activities - semi - conductors, computers, telecommu-

nications and consumer electronics - and by the new, 'fast-growth 

chemical sectors - the high-value-added sectors of speciality 

chemicals and pharmaceuticals. 

The development of microprocessors brought down the costs and 

size of computers to levels at which computers became a consumer 

durable in the horne as much as a business machine in the office 

and could be incorporated into robots on the production line. 

The strong links between electronics and defence meant that in 

Europe the development of these new technologies was restricted 

only to defence application particularly in France and U.K., 
• 

which were big def~nce spenders. But the defence industries. tend 

to ignore the mass market; as the emphasis switched to civilian 

application fo~ example using electronics to monitor and cor-

rect the performance - the initial advantage of the French and 

the British receded. Only Germans, Swiss and Swedes apply the 

new technology in civilian use and were challenged not as much by 

USA as the Japanese , who combined broad-based capabilities in 

engineering with highly efficient production management and a 

readiness to innovate. 
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The real 'performers' are of course firms, not countries 

within any rr:arket. Firm perfor·n1ance is constrained, on the one 

hand, by established institutional arrangements - for example, 

Company law, competition and trade policy, banking practice, 

education and training practice, regulations and standa~ds - and 

on the other, by the number, size and behaviour of competitors~• 

By the 1980s the dominant market structure in all the main 

European industrialized countries was oligopolistic, with many 

national markets dominated by two or three large firms, 

surrounded by the plethora of small firms. The treaty of Rome 

aimed, of course at changing national focus of production, with 

gradual abolition of internal tariffs within the Community: the 

assumption had been that the national oligopolists of yesteryear 

would become competitors within thr wider common market, with 

concomitant changes in national indus-trial sectors. Until the 

1980s little regrouping took place. 

There were one or two cross-country mergers - Dunlop - Pirelli in 

tyres, Hoesch - Hoogovens in steel - but with little success. 

Instead the general economic climate of the 1970s, marked by the 

oil crises, recession, stagflation and rising unemployment, 

9. Padoa. Schiappa, EfficiencY-L_ Equity.....z_ and stability 
<Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) pp 44-52. 
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caused countries to look inwards not outwards, priority being 

given to preserving markets and employment. A multitude of non-

tariff barriers emerged to keep national markets separate, with 

larger firms buttressed by subsidies and other special privi-

leges, particularly by public purchasing contracts.~ 0 Recession 

and government sponsored nationalisation led to thinning of 

ranks, but those that survived became aptly known as 'national 

champions'. What was needed was a more outward looking produc-

tion directed towards global market. 

By the early 1980s, therefore, little had changed: national 

oligopolies still ruled. The crisis in steel and ship-building 

industry caused the EC Commission to intervene to prevent subsi-

dies getting out of hand. Even chemicalsv a maJor growth indus-

try of the 1960s was in trouble, with substantial over-capacity 

and called for a crisis cartel to be organized by the Ec.~~ 

The failings - or lack of competitive edqe - of the European 

electronic industry were already apparent. 'The national champi-

10. D. Me Aleese ~H.1E!fJlal 1r~qg fo)j._!=.Y Qf .:u~~ ~~. 
presented to the Senior Policy, 1989. on policy' had led 
considerable fragmentation of markets at 

paper 
to a 

·11. D.l<. Brown, "T..-ade preferences 
a su..-vey of results" Jou..-nal of 
London ·1988. 

of developing countries: 
development studies 24(3), 
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a time when 'Research and Development' <R & D> costs were esca-

lating and product life shortening. Increasingly it was apparent 

that firms such as GEC, Plessey, ICL, Bull, even Philips and 

Siemens, could no longer afford to develop the next generation of 

products on their own: their markets, albiet guaranteed, were 

just too small to justify the up-front R & D and start-up costs. 

A great deal of change took place in t,he European motor industry 

in the 1980s. Recovery after the second oil crisis was much 

slower than the first and it exposed underlying weaknesses in 

several European auto producers, triggering off an unprecedented 

wave of rationalisation. First Rover and Fiat and later Peugeot 

and Renault found that overoptimistic investments had left them 

with too much capacity, too many workers and unsustainable levels 

of overhead. All the Europec'.n firms and theit- respective"'e 

All the European firms and their respective governments, were 

convinced that adequate scale was essential for survival, and 

that boosting capacity was therefore a risk worth taking to 

ensure a place for their 'national champion' in the auto oligopo-

ly of the future. Faced with too much capacity, chasing too few 

customers, however, each in the end faced the need to retrench to 

survive. 

·12. Adam Smith, 'The Market for Cars in the enl.ou-ged 
CommunitY: in 'Uni_l)._:- •.o.lith Divet-sitY: in .!_t~ Eut-oQean 
<Cambridge University Press for CEPR. 1990), pp 60-64 
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During the first half of the 1980s about one million units of 

production capacity were closed down, much of it outdated and 

inefficient, and the four firms named above reduced their over

heads and break-Even levels output by a total of 1.8 million 

units. Many other plants were retooled with lower manning lev-

els, the number .of products offered was rationalized and a 

series of successful models such as Fiat Uno and Peugot 205, were 

introduced. The effect was that some 420,000 people left the 

European motor industry between 1980 and 1986. 

Retrenchment at home was mirrored by retrenchment abroad. 

Volkswagen closed its assembly plant in the US after a decade Df 

operation, while Renault sold its stake in American motors after 

loosing a great deal of money and closed its plant in Mexico. As 

a result the European mass producers were now dependent on their 

home region only. 

Peugeot was unable to sustain Talbot, acquired from Chrysler 

in 1978, as a third product range, and Rover, Alfa Romeo and 

SEAT eventually proved too small to survive on their own. Honda 

took 20 per cent stake in Rover. Saab and Jaguar also succumbed 

and were taken over by General motors and Ford respectively. 

In the field of electronic industry, European firms lagged 

behind the technological leaders in the USA and Japan in several 

sectors. Major electronic producers found themselves by the 
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1980s situated in a rapidly growing industry characterised by 

deep technological and market uncertainty, high risks and accel-

erating R & D investment costs. New innovations continued to 

generate new products and markets. To survive, firms were often 

forced to change management direction, to respond to shortening 

product life cycles, and to invest heavily for the future. 

Electronics industry was undoubtedly future industry of the 

1980s and 1990s. The turnover of world electronic equipment 

industry grew from just over $ 150 billion in 1980 to an estimat-

ed $ 582 billion in 1990. 13 

Turning to regional shares, Europe accounted for roughly 

$134 billion or 23 per cent of total equipment sales in the later 

1980s, compared with $ 214 billion <37 per cent> for the USA and 

$ 164 billion (28 per cent> for Japan, and rest of the world 

accounted for$ 70 billion <12 per cent>. 

Since the early ~960s, when the rapid growth of sales of 

semi conductors, computing and consumer electronics began, Europe 

failed to keep pace with the investment and innovation dynamic of 

13. J.P. Horne, P.R. Masson, "International economic 
Cooperation and Policy Coordination", Finance and DeveloP-ment 
24(2) New York, 1987, pp 105-110. 
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USA and Japan. 

A number of case studies for particular countries and Europe 

as a whole testify to the region's weakness in electronics. 

Henry shows how, despite U.K.'s lead in computing in the 1950s 

and 1960s. domestic firms failed to commercialise their innova-

tions and were overtaken by US the firms. 14 O'Brian demon-

strates the poor performance of Europ~an owned computing 

firms. Cawson and Sharp illustrate how European firms were 

overwhelmed by Japanese companies in consumer electronics. 

As far as the balance of trade in electronic was concerned, 

Europe's positive balance in 1975 was transformed into a deficit 

of approximately $ 5 billion by 1985 and reached a massive $ 21.9 

billion in 1987. The largest components of the deficit were 

computers ($ 12 billion>, consumer electronics ($ 8 billion>. and 

semi - conductor components (nearly $3 billion>. 

Europe's weakness in electronics refl~cts a long term 

failure to participate in growing commercial markets, to export 

·14. James Williamson, :I_he Failure of WoFld monetaF)(_ Reform": 
1971-74, <London: Nelson, 1977), pp "1"17. 
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overseas and to make technological investments necessary to 

maintain parity or catc~. up with the world leaders. The case of 

semi conductors was especially important as chip technology is 

crucial for all electronic products. Europe•s competitive per-

formance i~ chips was very weak compared with the USA and Japan. 

Europe's share of world sales fell from 16 per cent to 10 per 

cent between 1980 and 1988. 

Until the mid - 1980s most European companies• investment 

strategies for semi conductors were cautious an limited in scale 

and scope. European manufacturers concentrated on low - volume, 

domestic markets. A fairly large portion of output was in rna-

ture, discrete components <eg transistors) rather than · integrat-

ed circuits, Production was oriented towards in - house custom 

needs, rather then the large - volume international commodity 

markets. In 1980 for example, the share of external component 

sales in total rev~nue was less than 5 per cent for Philips, 

Siemens, Thomson~ AEG - Telefunken and Plessey. 

In contrast US multinationals followed aggressive marketing 

and production strategies within Europe during the 1970s, main-

tained a constant technological lead and made large investments 

in new generation of chips such as memories and rr~croprocessors. 

r 
Tariff barriers erected by Europe encouraged US producers to 

increase inward investment in France, Germany, Netherlands, Italy 
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and UK. 

The US lead in manufacturing process technology for standard 

components spilled over to other segments of the chip industry. 

With each successive wave of chip innovations, technological and 

financial barriers to entry increased, making it more and more 

difficult for European products to recapture lost markets. 

Another aspect that made European firms lag behind was 

fragmentation of European market in the 1980s. Compared with the 

large US and Japanese markets, the larger US and Japanese home 

markets were useful for building up economies of scale in R & D, 

production and marketing. 

Thus European technology in the 1970s and 1980s lagged 

behind the US and Japanese technologies and it was only after lot 

of efforts on the part of French and Germans and initiation of 

projects like Es~rit and Eureka could lessen the gap and enable 

Europe to complete with the US and Japan. 

( c ) EUROSCLEROSIS 

The model of development of post war golden age was centred 

around 'Taylorism', based on scientific management ideas of F.W. 

Taylor. 
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As the Unites States emerged as the hegemonic world power, 

'Fordism' or the American way', became the technological and 

social paradigm that the other nations in the West adopted. 

There were two important aspects of Fordist era. First, 

mechanism of redistribution operated in favour of less developed 

areas: nation states played a major role in the transfer of 

resources to less developed areas, via regional policies. 

Second, there were attempts to divert investments to less 

developed areas, while full employment growth in the 

developed regions stimulated and presupposed migration from less 

developed areas and countries. 1 ~ 

The economic crisis in the 1970s and mid 1980s in Europe was 

to a large extent a crisis in the development model, known· as 

Fordism, which explains the Western growth in the post-war golden 

age. Rates of growth slowed down and unemployment increased, as 

did inflation rates. As a result of breakdown of Fordist model 

in the early 1970s, two mechanisms ceased to operate: an earlier 

wave of production investmeht in less developed areas 

15. L. Albrechts, F. Monlert, P. Roberts eds, 'Regional 
at the Ct·oss Roads: EuroQean Pers~·ectives' <New York: 
Kingsley, 1989>, pp 84-86 
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came to an end, while the rise in unemployment in developed 

areas closed off opportunities for emigration. As a result the 

regional economies were forced to rely more on their own re-

sources and different economies choose divergent develo~ment .and 

adjustment strategies. Competition among local authorities 

increased. With these changes solidarities that had existed at 

national level and that had underpinned the distribution and 

transfers of resources under Fordism were eroded, as individuals 

came to view themselves as a part of localised community and 

beyond it of a competitive world. 16 

The cause of breakdown of Fordist model was twofold. In the 

realm of work organisation, Taylorism prevented the active 

involvement of the mass workers in the conduct and improvement of 

production. The rate of productivity growth that engineers and 

technicians could secure slowed down, and involved even higher 

investment costs. As a result rate of profit fell, as did 

investment. The level of unemployment rose. What followed was 

a crisis of welfare state which had been developed to cope with 

lower rates of unemployment rather than mass unemployment of the 

late 1970s and early 1980s. 

•16. G. Benko G, Mick Dunford, "Industrial change and 
development" in Robert Boyer, eds, The search 
Market Fle:dbilit.Y-: The Euror;•ean Economics in 
(London: Clarendon Press, 1991) pp 94-96 
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To raise productivity, firms sought economies of scale via 

strategies of internationalisation, and to raise profit they 

sought out lower-cost suppliers and low-cost production sites in 

Third world c~untries. The 1971 switch to flo~ting exchange 

rates, and subsequent reduction in levels of control over inter-

national financial movements, opened the way for the growth of 

international private banking. Interna-tional trade grew faster 

than domestic markets. The connection between the wages a firm 

paid and the size of the market it serviced was weakened: wages 

came to appear more as a cost and less as an element of demand 

for national output. 

In these conditions the link between the international 

pattern of productivity growth and the national macro economic 

mechanism was weakehed with the rise of monetarism internal 

demand stagnated, and with the internationalisation of the post-

oil shock, so did the world demand.~7 

In order to reduce its balance of payments each nation 

souhgt larger real wage reductions than its rivals, and to 

improve its capital account each nation introduced ever higher 

-·17. Herbert Giersch, "Eurosclerosis What 
Euroj;!ean Affairs No.4/87, <Arr.sterdam) Elsviet·. 
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interest rates to attract international deposits. To the earlier 

supply-side problems were added the demand-side difficulties of 

the double sided crisis of Fordism. 

In these circumstances the operational weakness of state 

economic intervention intensified. Towards the end of the 1970s 

significant changes in the organisation, character arid goals of 

national states were set in motion. In almost all countries 

there was an increase in the importance attached to private 

initiative, a disengagement of the state from economic sphere and 

a growth in economic initiatives at the local level. What re-

sulted was a paradox: globalisation of economic activities 

proceeded alongside a localisation of development strategies. 

Automatic rights embodied in Fordist wage-labour relation were 

dismantled. In addition the solidarities that had existed at 

national level eroded with increased competition at local level. 

The decades of the 1970s and 1980s which were the years of 

economic crisis and new technological revolution, 

key features. 

showed three 

( 1 ) Investments made earlier proved unprofitable, whole 

industries were rationalised, capital was written down, 

..,wrkers were laid off with the increased 

internationalisation of capital and search for cheaper 

production sites on one hand and the concentration rif 
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i n v e .. · t 111 i' r, t ~ ~· I' (1 ,j u c t s in e:<isting 

establishments on the other, there was a reduction in 

volume of mobile investment flows. 

( 2) There was an acceleration in the development of new 

technologies, processes and products. These new 

technologies were centered on two principles: the 

principle of integration and real time control, which 

depends on communication and coordination and the 

principle of production flexibility. With these 

major changes in work organisation and the structure and 

location of economic activities took place. 

(3) There was a change in the relationships and allocation of 

investment funds between industrial, commercial, financial 

and land and property development activities. In 

particular, industrial enterprises 'were subordinated to 

commercial and marketing functions, producer services and 

an increasingly independent financial sector. 18 

These developments involved persistent differentials in 

18. Mick Dunford, "Socia economic trajectories, European 
integration and regional development in the Ec" in David 
Dyker eds, The Euro~·ean economx:, (London: Longman, 1992) pp ·102-
104. 
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output and productivity growth rates across sectors. As a conse

quence, the shares of different industries in output and employ

ment changed. Deindustrialisation went along with the rise of 

new growth ensembles (high technology industries and producer 

services>. In these circumstances map of economic development 

was transformed and inequalities reinforced. 

In the industrial sector structural changes resulted in a 

transformation of job patterns. In production, numbers of direct 

production jobs fell, while in industry as a whole the ratio of 

priproductive jobs Cin making, design, sales and distribution) to 

production jobs increased. The growth of industrial sector 

services and marketed services, the high skill content of these 

jobs and concentration of these jobs in major cities was a major 

factor in the polarisation of economic activities. 

As a result in the 1970s and early 1980s the unevenness of 

development in Europe increased, with different regions 

following differe?t courses in the face of the breakdown of 

Fordism. In the context of liberal market integration these two 

realities mutually constrained one another. On the one hand, the 

need to maintain a trade balance forces the lower productivity 

areas in the peripheral zones of Europe to grow more slowly so as 

to limit imports, and to hold down wages so as to increase ex-

ports. On the other hand in the high-wage, high productivity 

zones, economic activities are generally more corr.petitive outside 
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of the most labour-intensive sectors. However, the threat posed 

by competition from low wages areas limits the extent of redis-

tribution of income and leads to over-cautious approaches to 

growth. At the level of Europe as a whole the consequence is 

relative stagnation. Eurosclerosis was in fact more Ec sclera-

sis, as the superior growth and unemployment records of some 

non-EC European countries suggests. 

Apart from socio-economic reasons and failure of a regional 

policy, there were other reasons which led to the stagnation of 

European economies. Primary among them were the failure of 

national strategies for economic growth ~nd the transformation of 

the left in Europea~ politics. First, the traditional models of 

growth and economic managem~nt broke down. The old political 

strategies for the economy seemed to have run out. After the 

growth of the 1960s, the world economy entered a period of stag-

flation in the 1970s. As extensive industrialisation reached 

it's limits, the existing formulas for national economic develop-

ment and the political bargains underpinning them had to be 

revised. It was not simply that the price of commodity rose, but 

that the dynamics of growth and trade changed. 1 ~ 

19. Wayne Sandholtz John Zysman 11 1992: Recasting the Euro-
pean baro_Jain in Brent Nelson, Ale:-:ander Stubb, eds, The Euroeean 
~njon <Colorado : Lynne Reinner, 1994), pp 200-204. 
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Growth ttad been based on the shift of resources out of agricul-

ture into industry, industrial development had been based on 

borrowing from abroad the most advanced technologies that could 

be obtained and absorbed. Suddenly, many old industrial sectors 

had to be tlosed, as in case of ship building. Oth~rs had to be 

transformed and reorganized. Old corporate strategies based on 
~ 

mass production had to give way to strategies of flexibility and 

adaptability. In short, during 1970s, national executive and 

administrative elite found themselves facing new economic prob-

lems without adequate models for addressing them. 

The 1970s and early 1980s was therefore the era of Europes-

simism or Eurosclerosis. Europe seemed unable to adjust to the 

changed circumstances of international growth and· competition 

after the oil shock. In contrast United States and Japan recov-

ered very soon. Japan•s growth, which had originally been sus-

tained by expansion within domestic markets, was bolstered by the 

competitive export orientation of major firms in consumer dura-

bles. New approaches to manufacturing created substantial advan-

tages. In the United States, flexibility of the labour market 

meaning ability to fire workers and reduce real wages seemed to 

assure jobs. Japan experienced productivity growth, the United 

States created jobs. Europe seemed to be doing neither and 

feared being left behind in competition with both by the U.S. and 

Japanese in high technology. 
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For Europe, the critical domestic political issue was jobs 

and the problem was said to be labour market rigidity. 

Rigidity did not lie in worker•s attitudes but were embedded in 

government policy and industrial practice. In most of Western 

Europe, the basic post war political bargain involved governmen

tal responsibility for full employment ~nd a welfare net. Conse

quently, many European companies had neither the flexibility of 

their American counterparts nor the flexibility of Japan dis

played in redeploying its labour force. 

As une~~loyment rose, the old growth model built on a 

political settlement in each country was challenged - initially 

from the left by strategies of nationalization witt, state 

investment, ard then from the right by strategies of deregulation 

with privatization. 

For a decade beginning with the oil shocks, the external 

environment for Europe was unstable or turbulent but its basic 

structure remained unchanged. While the United States was 

unwilling or unable to assure a system of fixed exchange rates, 

it remained the center of the financial system even as it changed 

the rules. The European Monetary System was an effort to create 

a zone of Currency Stability so that the expansion of trade 

inside Europe could continue. In the 1960s and 1970s, a long 
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debate on technology gaps and the radical extension of American 

multinational power did not provoke joint European responses. 

European Community was not altered, it was stretched to preserve 

its original objectives in the original context. The interna-

tional economic turbulence and fear of a relative ·decline in 

competitive position did not provoke a full-blown European re-

sponse. 20 

The question remains: why did national policy change, why 

did perception of choice evolve, the range of option shift? 

Policy failures must be interpreted, it can be assigned many 

meanings. National perceptions of position are filtered through 

parties and bureaucracies, shaped and flavoured by factions, 

interests and lobbies. In 1983, the F~ench Socialist party was 

divided between those led by Laurent Fabius, who concluded that 

pressure on the Franc was a reason to reverse policy direction 

and to stay within the European Community, and those like Che-

venement, who felt the proper choite was to withdraw from the 

European Monetary System<EMS>, even if that resulted in an effec-

20 A. Boltho, The EuroJ;•ean Econom:r.:: Growth 
<London: Oxford University Press, 1982) 
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tive weakening of the Community. The French respons~ to the 

currency crisis was a political choice made in th~ end by the 

President. 

Thus the second aspect of changed domestic ·.Political 

context was the shift in government coalitions in a number of EC 

member states. Certainly the weaken~ng of the left in some 

countries and the shift from the Communist to the market So-

cialist left in other helped to make a possible debate about 

market solutions to Europe's dilemma. • 1 

Given the absence of effective international institutions to 

manage such interdependence, governments in the early 1980s were 

tempted to withdraw Vhe political guarantee of full employment 

and rely for the restoration of prosperity upon internationalized 

markets for goods and services, as well as upon a deregulated 

national market for Labour. The temptation spread from US to 

Europe. It started with more or less forceful attacks on the 

"rigidities" accumulated during three decades of mixed economy. 

In many cases, this included dismantling or at least disregarding 

the structures of collective bargaining and compromises among 

21. Robert Baldwin, 'The Growth effects of 1992', Economic 
Policy, No.9., <Lu:<embourg> ·1989. 
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domestic interests. When this proved politically impossible and 

did not progress very far, the inability of governments to deliv

er on employment, growth, price stability and international 

competi~iveness created an atmosphere of 'Europessimism' or 

'Eurosclerosis', which spread throughout Europe during. the first 

half of the 1980s. 

Thus the raison d'etre for progression from EC to EU was 

primarily due to economic reasons. The failure of post-war 

international institutions to govern global economy led European 

qovernments to try domestic solutions to their problems. When 

that failed they turned to supranational institutions and the 

result was "project 1992". 

The agreem~nts of 1985 that established the goals of complet-

ing Europe's internal market by 31 December, 1992, came from 

different processes and motivations. They did not merely spill 

over from previous technical deliberations but imposed a differ

ent multilateral, cross-sectoral, political dynamic upon the 

process of regional integration. In so doing, they radically 

changed the structure of incentives for the participation of 

organized interests at the European level. 

Moreover, contrary to numerous previous initiatives, the 

Single European Act was quickly ~allowed by significant changes 
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in the behaviour of business firms, which entered into numerous 

mergers, acquisitions plant locations and marketing arrangements. 

There was important shift in the expectations of mass publics who 

began to imagi~e moving about unimpeded in an enlarged social 

space. These factors increased the visibility of and potential 

stake in the European process for business interests as well as 

for workers, consumers, environmentalists and policy makers of 

all sorts. 22 

European integration gained new momentum in the mid~1980s as 

a result of an aliance between two broad interests. 

( 1 ) Those of large European firms strug~ling to overcome 

perceived competitive disadvantage in relation to Japenese 

and US capital. 

<2> Those of state elites seeking to restore at least part of 

national sovereignty they had gradually lost during the 

growth of international interdependence. 

The firms seem to have come to the conclusion that using 

22. 
pear~ 

1991. 

Andrew Mo~avosik, 
Foundation and 

Internationa~ 

Massachussets 
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their clout in national political arenas to protect themselves 

from foreign competition through subsidies, discriminatory tech-

nical and health standards, or privileged access to public pro-

curement contracts had become counterproductive, given the in-

creased size of production and the volu~e of investment required 

to sustain world market competitiveness: 

Instead of trying to benefit again from the economic nation-

alism that had ground the integration process to a halt in the 

1970s, big business throughout Europe became willing in the 1980s 

to join forces with political and administrati0e elites that were 

under pressure to seek a supranational pooling of eroded national 

sovereignties in order to recapture autonomy with regard to the 

United States and organise a competitive respons• to the Japanese 

In return for business going along with the 1992 project, gov-

ernments conceded that the future integrated European political 

economy would be significantly less subject to regulations 

na.tional or supranational than under the corpo-

23. Stephen James, "Economic Policy after ·1992: ·introduction "in 
David Gowland, Stephen James eds, Economic PolicY.: after 1992 
<Broomfield: Dartmonth Publishing House, 1991) pp 44-46 
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rate arrangement of the 1960s and 1970s. That meant assuring 

business interest .that supranational sovereignty would be used 

primarily for external rea.ssertion, not for internal interven-

tion. Instead of relying exclusively, as before, on the cumber-

some process of harmonizing norms and conditions thro~ghout the 

Community, a. novel method of defining and governing the internal 

market known as "mutual recognition" was adopted for cases in 

which agreement could not be reached. For all practical pur

poses, this amounted to a. subtle form of deregulation and is 

obviously inimical to any resurgence of Euro-Corporation. 

While economic changes have triggered the 1992 process, 

security issues may shape its outcomes. Euro~e's economic rela

tionship with the United States has been embedded in a security 

bargain that is being revaluated. This is not the first reas

sessment of their alliance, but it is the internal reform and 

external overtures to dismantle the ties that underpinned US 

European economic relations are bein~ reconsidered in Europe, 

But we need not look deeply into the security issues to under

stand the origins of the "1992 movement", though some believe 

that the nuclear horse - trading at Reykjavik accelerated the 

·1992 process. 

We hypothesize that structural change was a. necessary, 

though not a significant, condition for the renewal of the 

European project. It was a. trigger. Other factors were equally 
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necessary ~nd, in combination, sufficient. First, 1992 emerged 

because the institutions of the European Communities, especially 

the Commission, were able to exercise effective policy leader-

ship. International structure shifts and a favourable domestic 

setting provided a motive and an opportunity for restarting the 

Communities, he Commission played the role of policy entrepre-

neur. The renewed drive for market unification can be explained 

only if theory takes into account the policy leadership of the 

commission. To be sure, Commission did not act alone; a transna-

tional industry coalition also perceived the need for European 

level action and supported the commission's efforts. The Commis-

sian, aided by business, was able to mobilise· a coalition of 

governmental elites that favoured the overall objective of market 

unification. Member governments were receptive to the 1992 

initiatives because of domestic political context in the member 

states, which had altered in ways that made European-level, 

market oriented initiatives viable. The most important elements 

of the domestic political setting were the failure of existing, 

purely national economic strategies, the decline of the left, and 

the presence of vigorously market-oriented governments on the 

right. Without these shifts, an Ec base response to the changing 

international structure would have been politically impossible. 24 

24. Frank Me Donald, Stephen Dearden, ~.E.!J_LQ..PJ~~n J;_!;_Q_flQII!J..f: 
Integration' <London: Longman, 1992) pp 130-40. 
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France once again took the initiative in 'relaunching 

Europ~·. After 1983, Mitterrand embiaced a more market-oriented 

cooperation. Mitterrand had also relentlessly worked ·to make 

European monetary system a possibility: All Socialist parties 

beg~n to seek market-oriented solutions to economic ills. In 

this setting, the European Community and the mechanism of inter-

governmental negotiation in which Franco-German initiative made 

the Single and European Act a Conference to draft a treaty that 

would amend the institutional framework. The White Paper was 

published in July 1985. 

The White Paper called for a programme of legislation to be 

implemented to create an Internal Market by the ~nd of 1992. The 

well known set of three hundred <later reduced to 279) legisla-

tive proposals to eliminate obstacles to the free functioning of 

the market, as well as the analysis that led up to and followed 

it, expressed a clear perception of Europe•s position. European 

require - in this view - the creation of a continental market. 2~ 

The White Paper•s programme had the political advantage of 

setting forth concrete steps and a deadline. 

25. Butt Philip, Implementing the European 
Problems and Prospects RIIA, Discussion Paper 
·1989 (a ) • p p ·12-· ·14·. 
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political questions could be obscured by focusing on the mission 

and by reducing the issues to a series of apparehtly technical 

steps. In a sense the tactic was to move above and below the 

level of controversy. 

Implementation of the WhitP Paper required a separate 

initiative: the limitation expressed in the Single European Act, 

of national vetoes over the community'decision. At jits core, 

the Community has always been a mechanism for governments to 

bargain. The Eurocracy was a standing constitu~ncy and a perma

nent advocate of European solutions and greater unity/ Proposals 

from the European Commission transformed this new orientation 

into a policy perspective and direction. When Jacques Delors 

took office as President of the European Commission in 1985, he 

consciously gave evidence of his vision that would reignite ·the 

European idea. 

2,2 Cockfield ReQort 

In 1984 the European Parliament issued a draft treaty on 

European Union. This called for political and economic changes, 

in particular the creation of an internal market and the reform 

of decision making procedures of the Ec to make them more demo-

cratic. At the Fountainbleau summit of 1984, two committees of 

Adonnino and Dooge were set up. Both called for institutional 

change and Dooge calle~ for creation of an internal market. 

jacques Delors in January 1985 in his statement to the European 
/ 
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Parli~ment called for the elimination of all frontiers within 

the community with 1992 as a possible target date. The Commis-

sion embodied its proposal in its White Paper on the completion 

of the Internal Market drafted by Lord Cockfield. The White 

Paper was approved and agreement was reached on calling an inter

governmental paper and Single European Act gave the appearance 

that changes in the Ec market were irreversible and politically 

unstoppable. 

The White Paper prepared by Lord Aurthur Cockfield7 Commis

sioner of Internal Market listed three main types of barriers to 

be eliminated. 

(1) Physical barriers frontier controls and customs 

formalities. 

<2> Technical barriers - restrictions on economic activities 

resulting from national rules and regulations. These include 

technical specifications which hinder or prevent trade in goods; 

rules and regulations governing services which hinder or prevent 

non-domestic companies from trading across frontiers; discrimina

tory public procurements rules which limit tendering for govern

ment contracts to domestic companies and legal obstacles faced by 

foreign companies seeking to set up subsidiaries in other member 

states. 

(3) Fiscal barriers - the need to adjust value-added Tariff 
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<VAT> and excise duties as goods across EC frontiers. This is 

necessary as.member states operate new different coverages, and 

levy different rates of VAT and excise 

duties.•6 

2.3 Enactment of the SEA in 1986 and its ratification 

The agreements reached at the Intern-governmental Conference 

in 1985 resulted in agreement on the Single European Act <SEA>. 

The SEA was approved by all member states in 1986 and took 

effect from 1987. 

The SEA was a compromise between two countries such as 

France and Germany which wanted a new Treaty on European Union 

and the UK and Denmark which did not want a new Treaty, but 

simply implementation of the White Paper in order to create 

Single European Market <SEM>. 

The SEA is basically a limited set of changes to the Treaty 

of Rome which allows for majority voting in the Council of Min-

isters in areas connected to establishing the Internal Market, 

and also has some vague references to European Monetary 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
26. EC Commission, Completing the Internal 
Paper, Office for Official Publications 
Communities; Luxembourg, 1992 pp 10-12. 
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UnionCEMU>, Political Union and other policy areas such as envi-

ronment.• 7 

The main thrust of the SEA was to establish the Single Euro-

pean Market by 31 December 1992. When the SEA was apprrived it 

was considered to be a poor substitute for a new Treaty on 

European Union, but given the opposition of the UK and Denmark 

it was the best that could be achieved. However, the SEA re-

sulted in dramatic increase in the activities of the Ec, and it 

has led to a chain of events which have focused attention on the 

EC as being one of the most successful and dynamic economic 

agencies in the world. 

At the heart of the 1992 programme lies Article 13 of the SEA: 

'The internal market shall ~omprise an area without internal 

frontiers in which free movement of goods, persons, services and 

capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of the 

Treaty. 

This was simply reformulation of the original commitment, in 

the Tr~aty of Rome, to establish a common market. The major 

difference was that there was the political will, and a detailed 

27. P. Cecchini, The European Challeng~ 1992 The Benefits of .2. 
Sin~ Market_ <AldeFshot: Wildwood House, ·1988), • 
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gramme with a practical method of implementation, to achieve 

the objective·. Basically it·:; pro•;,ramme involves the removal of 

all legal barriers to the free movement of goods, services, 

capital and labour. The theoretical basis for this rests on 

econon.ic models which predict that there will not be any welfare 

gains available from removing these barriers. 

The SEA links liberalization of European market with proce-, 

dural reforms. The first half of this reform package, 

incorporating 279 proposals contained in the EC Commission White 

Paper, aims to create "an area without internal frontiers in 

which free movement of goods, persons, services and capital is 

ens u t· e d" • To t· e a 1 i z e t h i s go a 1 , E u r o pea n 1 e ad e r s co mmi t ted 

themselves to addressing issues never successfuily tackled in a 

multi national forum, such as comprehensive liberalization of 

trade in services and the removal of domestic regulations that 

act as non-tariff barriers. Previous attempts to set detailed 

and uniform European standards for domestic regulations had 

proved fruitls~~ with this in mind the 'White Paper• called for a 

'new approach' based on "mutual recognition" - a less invasive 

form of liberalization whereby only minimal standards would be 

harmonised.ea 

28. M. Emer·:;on, M. 
Economics of 1992', 
37-39. 

Aujean, M. Catinat, A. Jacquemin, 'The 
<Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988> pp 
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The second half of the SEA reform package consists of 

procedural reforms designed to streamline decision making in the 

governing body of EC, the Council of Ministers. The SEA expands 

the use of qualified majority voting in the council of minis

ters, abolishing the right to veto, although only on matters 

pertaining to the internal market. The national vet~ exists in 

other domains, but most of the three hundred directives for 1992 

can be adopted by qualified majority. As a result, disgruntled 

domestic interest groups have lost the source of leverage on 

their governments; the national veto no longer carries the clout 

once it did. 

Perhaps equally important, the Single European Act embodies 

a new strategy towards national standards that were an obstacle 

to trade within the Community. The SEA adeps the principle af

firmed in the famous Cassis de Dijon case. That principle holds 

that standards (for foodstuffs, safety, health, and so on> that 

prevail in one country must be recognized by others as suffi

cient. 

The SEA also codified for the first time supporting policies 

that would be needed to enable the single mark~t to function 

smoothly an4 in the interest of all sections of the population. 

These included environment and especially, social policy. 
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The SEA also reinforced the notion of social and economic 

cohesion between the rich and poor regions of the Community, so 

that they can enjoy full benefits of the single market. 

The motivation and intention of the SEA can be read in two 

ways. On one perspective, the SEA can be seen as resulting from 

a determination on the part of member states to increase the scope 

and pace of integration. This would be achieved in part by 

returning to the intentions of the founding fathers, with the 

creation of a genuine internal market and the reinforcement of 

the initial institutional balance, including a return to majority 

voting in the Council of Ministers to speed up decisions required 

for the completion of internal market. 

From a rather different angle ft is possible to see SEA as 

little more than the necessary framework for the achievement of 

the main goal, which is the creation of an open, competitive, 

liberalised and deregulated European market, p~oviding for 

greater freedom of movement of goods and capital, and the 

extension of the competitive disciplines which alone would permit 

European enterprises to compete globally with the Japanese and 

Americans. 

The SEA"s introduction of a cooperation proceedure involving 
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the European parliament strengthened the parliament's role. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the impact of the SEA 

was such that many people began to believe and expect that Europe 

will change. It has been possible fo~ the Commission, and oth

ers, to argue that the implementation of the programme will 

inevitably result in change in a great many related areas. Those 

like John Palmer, think that 'as a direct consequence of 1992 a 

new European political agenda or more accurately a series of 

different and to some degree competing agendas is being created'. 

Thus the single European Act committed the Community to a great 

deal more than just the creation of a single market. 

At the heart of these changes was the French initiative 

supported by German cooperation. France stroke for economic 

integration of Europ~ right from the days of customs union in 

1968. France played a very important role in establishing the 

European Monetary System in 1979 which was the only flame of 

hope burning during the dark days of Eurosclerosis. 

French franc underwent two devaluations in 1981 and 1982 to 

streamline its currency within the EMS. The decline of communist 

party allowed Mitterrand to align himself with moderate social

ists. FrJnch economic decision making was thus vested in the 

hand of Michel Rocard, Delors and others, who backed by French 
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technocracy were firm in their belief that France must work with 

Europe to achieve its economic goals. 

Jacques Delors assumed the Presidency of the Commission of 

the European Community in January 1985. Prior to his appointment 

to the Commission, he was elected to the European Parliament 

<1979) and served as a minister of fin-ance (198·1-84) in France. 

Delors' energetic and visionary leadership contributed signifi

cantly to the revival of the Community in the 1980s and early 

1990s. Under his watch, the Community took several significant 

steps, including the creation of the single market, European 

Economic Area, the negotiation and implementation of the Single 

European Act and the Maastricht Treaty. 

His initiatives and achievements reflected French public 

thinking which can be seen in his popularity in France. He was 

tipped to be the next President of France after Mitterrand. 

It is also a fact that France alone could not have shaped 

the destiny of Europe without the support of Germany and the 

cooperation of other EC member states. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE MAASTRICHT TREATY<1992>; HALTING MARCH TO 

THE ACTUALIZATION OF THE EUROPEAN UNION <1993) 

3.1 The Franco-German Initiative in the 1991 Intergovern-
mental Conferences. 

The economic .momentum g~nerated by the Single Market 

established through the Single European Act <SEA> surprised 

not only the "enthusiastic integrationists",· but also the 

"reluctant inte•,;Jrationists". The latter also came to realize 

its benefits. It encouraged the European Community to con-

vene a new Intergovernmental Conference <IGC> dedicated to 

examining the broader implications of Economic and Monetary 

Union. <EMU) • 

The Commission•s working document on EMU was presented 

on 20 March 1990 and t~hled for the Community deliberations 

at the 28 April Dublin European Council summit. The Commis-

s i on in i t i at i v e had been s i g n a 11 e d as e a r 1 y <01 ·:; ..! u r' f' ·1913 8 i"l. t 

the Hanover European Council meeting which reaffirmed the 

progrssive realization of Economic and Monetary Union: the 
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subsequent Reoprt by the Delors Committee provided the June 

1989 Madrid European Council meeting with a three-stage plan 

for achieving EMU. This debate led to the 1990 decision to 

launch IGC which was formally ratified at the June 1990 

Dublin European Council summit. 1 

The second Intergovernmental Conference on Political 

Union was held as a response to the EMU decision. France and 

Germany believed that there should be a balance between 

economic integration and political integration. Economic 

integration could not function in a political vacuum • Nor 

it could functionally be dynamic without its match of 

political dimension. 

At the Dublin European Council meeting it was agreed 

that a parrallel IGC would be convened along with the EMU 

IGC. Both were to commence on 14 December 1990 and conclude 

in June 1991. However it was extended to the end of 1991. 

1. Bulletin of the European Communities The Single 
Market and Communit)C .:_ PreJ:!arations for the intergovernmen
tal conference, ( Brussels>, 23 March 1990,pp.8-9 
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The concept of "Fe.deral ism" was once again on the agenda, as 

the Luxembourg Draft Treaty indicated and the Community 

committed itself to a further examinaton of its institution-

al relations and expansion of policy competences.· e At this 

juncture the Community had to make a choice between deeper 

integration or increased intergov~rnmentalism. 

The Intergovernmental Conference in December 1990, in 

its first meeting, adopted the Commission's draft treaty on 

EMU as the basis for discussions. The Luxembourg Presiden-

cy's Draft Treaty on the Union in June 1991 established a 

framework for discussions which was to end in December 1991 

at the Maastricht European Council meeting. The draft t~eaty 

showed the progress made in both the Intergovernmental 

Conferences. 

Both the Intergovernmental Conferences covered wide 

range of topics such as principles of Union, common citizen-

ship, institutions, foreign policy and relations with third 

2. Draft Treaty on the Union 1991 presented by the Luxem
bourg presidency to the ''conference of the. repres~ntatives 

of members of the government states-Political , Economic and 
Monetary Union." Luxembourg, 18 June 1991. 
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world countries as well as specific treaty revisions re 

quired to achieve EMU. 3 

Behind the Franco-German cooperation at the lntergov-

ernmental conferences lay a variety of reasons. Germany had 

become economically powerful and was preparing ground to 

lead Europeans, atleast in monetary matters. Since 1988 the 

Bundesbank had become the de facto European Central Bank, 

and it wanted the future European Central Bank to be shaop~d 

after its own institutional/operational model. Deutschmark 

had become the strongest Currency in Europe and was already 

rec:O•Jnised as the "anchor of stability", in the European 

hard currency zone. The fall of Communism in Eastern Europe 

and disintegration of the Soviet Union opened up the pros-

pects of EC's enlargement. The Federal German Chancellor 

Helmut Kohl, in his speech in Paris, made it clear that 

Western Europe might have Centred around Paris but a wider 

3. Robert Gingsberg,Foreign PolicY- action Qf the EuroP-ean 
Communit~. < New York ; Lynner Reinner, 1991) .pp.117-21 



Europe would be centred around Berlin. 4 

This was not acceptable to France. France wanted to 

lessen Bundesbank's hegemony. On the other hand, Britain 

had refused to accept France's and Commission's proposal for 

a European Central Bank, which also required consolidation 

of European federal government. 

Despite being in a position to dictate terms, Germany 

had to cooperate with France because of certain reasons. The 

German government faced a dilemma between various policy 

choices. Hiqh interest rates brouqht Germany into competi-

tion with the United States to capture a share of world 

savings. The Bundesbank had become increasingly worried 

about the rise in inflation as a result of German unifica-

tion and migr~tion of former East Germans into West Germany. 

The exposed uncertain forei~n policy of Germnay in Central 

and Eastern Europe made international investo~s apprehensive 

about Germany's policies and they voted against 

4. Jonathan Story and Marcello de Cecco, "The Politics and 
the Diplomacy of monetary union ·1985-9·1" in Jonathan 
Story,eds,The ~ Eurof:!e:Politics, .'JOVernment and econom~ 

since 1945 (O:<ford: 1993) pp.336-37 •• ls2 
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Duetschmark~. They favoured the dollar after the US consoli-

dated its position in the Gulf, following Iraq's defeat. The 

financial crash of 1987 accompanied by angry ~xchanges 

between Bonn and Washington exposed the Federal ~epublic's 

isolation and forced it to cooperate with the Exchange Rate 

mechanism <ERM> partners. These conditions led Germany to 

cooperate with France at the Intergovernmental Conferences. 

France felt the need to rapidly move to European 

Central Bank as it was facing subordination to the Bundes-

bank. The Bank of France fell under the jurisdrictioh of the 

Ministry of Finance and its adoption of hard currency policy 

was recent. The general elections were approaching in 1993 

and the unemployment rate was near by 10 percent. 

The Franco-German cooperation proceeded on the basis of 

an understanding between the Federal Chancellor Kohl and the 

French President Francois Mitterrand in December 1985 at 

Luxembourg, that F:~nce would agree to liberalize foreign 

exchange controls if Germany would commit itself to achiev-

ing the goal of monetary union. The EC Summit held 0t Paris 

5. Deutsche Bundesbank, Auszuge aus ?ress~artikeln 27 
April 1989. 
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in ~972 had already approved "the objective of the realiza-

tion of economic and monetary union". Both France and 

Germany agreed that full benefits of single market could not 

be achieved in absence of a monetary union. 

After the elections of 1988, President Mitterrand 

diverted his energies towards es~ablishing an ECB. In this 

way he hoped to dilute the powers of the Bundesbank and set 

a policy for France. 

Similarly in April 1989 Helmut Kohl set up a new cabi-

net in Bcinn which committed itself to a more assertive 

stance in EC and European affairs• 

At the Franco-German Summit in November 1987 it was 

agreed to stablish an economic and financial policy council 

within the framework of Franco-German Treaty of 19637 • The 

council was initiated against Bundesbank's opposition. The 

council was to meet three times a year and was to be at-

6. Helmut Kohl, L'Euror;•e est Notre Destin <Paris: Fallois, 
•1990) pp.2·1-24. 

7. L'Anne Politiq~, Economi·~ue et Sociale en France, Paris 
1987, pp.467-70. 
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tended by the Economics and Finance Ministers, as well the 

two Central bank governors. A second proposal advanced in 

Rome, was for all currencies to join ERM, and for an ECB to 

be set up as a central coordinator for European currency 

policy•. 

The success of 1992 pro·~ramrr~ and German unity gave a 

new impetus to the European unification movement. The German 

EC Presidency of early 1988 achieved agreement in June on 

liberalization of capital movements by July 1990. In April 

1989, Bonn unilaterally decided to withdraw the withholding 

tax on bank deposits, while Bundesbank raised interest 

rates. Then in October 1989 EC Commission President Jacques 

Delors and EC member states demanded a "qualitative leap" 

forward to political union as the only means of binding 

Germany. 9 

Despite differences between Paris and Bonn , the two 

reached agreements at the EC summits of Strasbourg on 8-9 

December 1989 and 28 April 1990. EC pledged support for 

8. Financial Times <London) 25 FebruarY._ 1988. 

~ La Semaine Europeene , 20 october 1989. 
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the German people to "refind unity through self determina

tion'', and Kohl agreed to an intergovernmental conference on 

monetary union in December 1990. 

At the Dublin European Council on 28 April 1990, a 

signal was given for a parallel intergovernmental conference 

on political union. Kohl stated in Paris in January 1990 

that "our common aim must be to build up the EC as the 

kernel of future European peace order". 10 

The Finance Minsters held a meeting at Antibes in 

September 1989 to prepare for the Intergovernmental Confer

ences. When the intergovernmental conference was launched in 

December 1990, all agreed to speed up the drive to price 

stability. While France insisted on promoting ECU, Germany 

proposed to make the move to stage two, starting in January 

1994, dependent on "lasting progress towards convergence, 

especially in price stability and public finances". In 1994 

the Central Bank governors were to be upo;,raded as "council", 

leaving the decision to move to an European Central Bank 

<ECB> until ·1997. The French proposal suggested "heightened 

growth without inflation", tht·ough the creation of "economic 

10. Le Mende, <Paris) 19 Jaunary 1990. 
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government of Europe" 11 • 

At the Intergovernmental Conference France proposed 

strengthening of the EC Presidency, and the European Council 

and also setting up of an European Senate made up ·Of nation-

al parliamentarians. The Federalist camp was led by Germany 

and its ambition was to strengthe~ the Commission, Court of 

Justice and the Parliament. 

The European Parliament won Helmeut Kohl's backing for 

an increase in its powers by the June 1994 elections. 

France championed the stage two, where budgetary, 

monetary and exchange rate policy were t6 be coordinated, 

through a strengthening of the role of the Council of Minis-

ters. 

With the work done at the Intergovernmental Confer-

ences all sides were satisfied. The French won Germany's 

commitment to a single currency. The Germans won agreement 

for an ECB based on their own design. Britain won an escape 

clause that would allow it to opt in. Spain won a promise 

for the flow of more structural funds to poorer states. Most 

11. Agence Europe, 20 March 1991 
Agence Europe, 31 January 1991. 
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significantly France and Germany glossed over the fundamen-

tal problems that had surfaced and agreed to hold a politi-

cal union Conference. 

The purpose of the IGC on political union was to deal 

with all aspects of the foreign a~d security policy, leading 

in time to a common defence policy 12 • A common foreign and 

security policy would allow Europe to act effectively in the 

world important affairs 13 • 

The Intergovernmental Conferences transformed the 

negative image of Brussels bureaucratic community into a 

positive expression of community citizenship applicable to 

everyday life. The SEA legally recognized th~ existing 

informal legitimacy of the EPC <European Political Coopera-

tion) and the IGCs abolished this distinction entirely. Both 

the Intergovernmental Conferences reaffirmed the exclusive 

and central role played by the Commission and supported the 

principle of consolidating rather than divpr~ifying decision 

12. Bulletin of 
Contribution~ ~Y 

pp~14-18. 

th~ 

the 
EC, Intergovernmental Conferences: 
Commi~~io~. <Luxembourg), · 2/1991, 

13. Agence Europe, 23 march 1991 
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3.2 Salience of the Maastricht Treatx:: Economic, Monetarx: 1 

"~Political Union 

In concluding the Treaty on European Union the Heads of 

State or Government took the historic decision to introduce the 

ECU as the Single European Currency before the end of the decade. 

A single currency supplementing or replacing the 12 national 

currencies will complete the process of Economic and Monetary 

Union <EMU>. This union will be of great benefit to the ordinary 

citizens and will strengthen the position of the Community in the 

worlc!. Perhaps at the beginning of 1997 or by 1999, the final 

shape of EMU will emerge. 

Economic and Monetary Union means that the currencies of the 

membet- states are tied it·, ;::·•ocably to one another at the same 

exchange rate. There can be no more devaluations or revaluatio1 <. 

of individual currencies. Secure in this knowledge, pr i vat, .. 

individuals and companies will be better able to reap the bene-

fits of the large in~ernal market. In a monetary union, the 

currencies of each member country must at all times be converti-

ble with the currencies of other member states and no national 

restrictions may be imposed. Banks and insurance companies could 

then operate in every member state with no restrictions <inte-

grated financial markets).15 

·15. Bulletin of the European Communities, 'ReQort of the 
corrami t tee far the s tudx: of Economic and Monetarx: Union' 22 Apr i 1 
·1989, pp 8-9. 
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The frontier-fr~e single market established at the start of 

1993 is part of economic union. Competition between companies 

must be guaranteed by a strict competition policy. In an econom

ic and monetary union, the Member states economic policies will 

have to be even more closely coordinated than before because 

different developments in different places, particularly in 

relation to inflation and national debt, could jeopardize the 

fixed exchange rates. In order to assist the economically weaker 

countries and regions, particularly t~se remote from Community's 

centre, in bringing their economies up to community levels, the 

wealthier member states must support them financially (economic 

and social cohesion). 

Irrevocably locked exchange rates within an economic and 

monetary union will mean a saving on currency conversion costs. 

The prospects for economic growth and thus for employment and 

prosperity will be brighter as demonstrated in a report drafted 

by the Commission. Prices will remain more stable. The economi

cally weaker regions will have a better chance of catching up if 

they are able to link their own development efforts to those of 

the Community. Economic and Monetary Union is also advantageous 

for government finances, because with lower inflation and fixed 

exchange rates, interest rates will be lower. If the ECU-like 

the US dollar and the Yen - becomes an important international 

currency, banks and other enterprises will be able to conduct a 

large portion of their international business in the European 
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currency. They will then economize on currency conversion and 

forward exchange cover. Central Banks too will be able to mak~ 

savings on foreign currencies 1 •. 

The European Com~unity had already taken significant steps 

along the path towards economic and monetary union. Since the 

1969 Hague summit EMU has been official objective of the Communi-

ty. In 1971 the Werner plan <named after Luxembourg~s Prime 

Minister) was a first attempt to bring about economic and mane-

tary union in stages. Following the turbulence of early and mid 

1970s the idea of European Monetary System <EMS) with the single 

currency, ECU came into being. EMS came into force in 1979 with 

the launching and successful evolution of the EMS, the Community 

began to put into place one of the major components of the new 

frame work that was needed to replace the shattered or weakened 

structures of post-war order. Within the macroeconomic and 

monetary sphere, France's readiness to accept the logic of Euro-

pean economic integration anchored in Frankfurt was most signifi-

cantly demonstrated in the month preceding the EMS realignment of 

February 1983. The abandonment of the economic policies associ-

ated with the first place of the Mitterand Presidency was an 

16. Bulletin of the EC 1989 EuroQean Council: Madrid 26-27· 
June 1989, pp 8-17, also see 

Bulletin of the EC, 1992: B .P-ivotal_ .Y.:ear, Address !!.Y.:. Jacques 
Delors, President of the Commission to the EuroQean Parlia

rr•ent, Lu:<embourg, 1 I 1992. 
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event of European significance17 • The Heads of the State or 

Government took a decisive step towards Economic and Mone-

tary Union in June 1988, as stated earlier they set up a high 

ranking committee of experts chaired by the President of the EC 

Commission Jacques Delors to examirie ways and means of gradually 

bringing about EMU. The decision to set up this committee was 

prompted by the entry into force one year earlier of the Sinqle 

European Act. In April 1989, the committee of experts concluded 

its work and published a report <the D~lors Report>, which became 

the basis for further action. The Report outlined the conditions 

for the creation of an economic and monetary union and proposed a 

stage by stage plan. In June 1989 the Madrid European Council 

set the date of 1 July 1990 for the beginning of Stage 1 of 

economic and monetary union, a target which was met. The first 

stage saw the removal, with few exceptions, of all restrictions 

on capital movements between member states. Coordination and 

multilateral surveillance of the economic policies of the member 

states was intensified and cooperation between Central Banks was 

stepped up through the committee of governors of the Central 

Bank. 

It was also decided at the Madrid Sum~it to call a confer-

ence of the governments of member states to draft treaty provi-

sions for the next stages of Economic and Monetary union. IN 

December 1990 - in parallel with a conference on political union 

17.Sonia Mazey and Michael Newman eds;Mitterrands" France 
<New York :Croom Helm), 1987 pp 55-60 
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- the government representatives began their work, it culmi-

nated a year later in the draft amendments aimed at establishing 

Economic and Monetary union. 

The urgent need to coordinate the economic policies of the 

member states with a view to monetary union became apparent 

shortly after the signing of the Maastricht Treaty. In the 

autumn of 1992, after more than five years of stability in the 

European monetary system, the pressure ~xerted by a world - wide 

slackening of economic activity and the protected debate on the 

Maastricht Treaty resulted in a crisis of confidence with massive 

speculative movements on the currency markets 18
• As a conse-

quence the Spanish Peseta and Portuguese escudo had to be deval-

ued while Italian lira and pound sterling temporarily had to 

leave the EMS. 

Another crisis occurred in August 1993, when the pressure on 

currency speculation was so severe that the narrow 2.25% bands of 

the EMS had to be discontinued and replaced by bands 15% wider. 

Despite these developments, the Heads of State or Government 

confirmed the time table for economic and monetary union laid 

down in the Maastricht Treaty and initiated the preliminary work 

18. Bulletin of the EC, European Council: Madrid 26-27 June 
1989, Brussels pp 8-17 
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for the second stage scheduled to begin on 1 January 1994. 

In October 1993 the Finance Ministers arrived at a broaa consen-

sus on the content of legislation for the second stage. 

At the Edinburg Summit of December 1992 and the Cophenhagen 

Summit of June 1993, wide ranging initiatives were taken to 

revive economic growth, e.g. improvements to the economiE po-

licies of the member states and cheaper loans from European 

Investment Bank <EIB> to encourage inves~ment in projects of 

value to the Community such as roads, tunnels or railway lines or 

to promote small and medium businesses. The desired effect is to 

restore basic conditions propitious to the accomplishment of 

economic and monetary union. In Cophenhagen, the Heads of State 

or Government also began to deliberate on ways and means of 

strengthening economic growth, reducing unemployment, improving 

international competitiveness of European economy in the medium 

and long term~•. Once the first stage of economic and monetary 

union had been successfully introduced, the Heads of state or 

Government mapped out the next stages in the Maastricht Treaty on 

European Union. 

19. Office for official Publications of the European Commu- · 
nities, Euro~·ean Union Lu:<embourg, ·1993 pp 16-27. 
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making structures 1 ~. 

Political Union 

The European community is the worlds largest trading 

power and yet the role it plays in the major issues of world 

politics remains limited. 

The Community's efforts to give economic integration a 

political dimension dates back to the early years of 1954 

when the French National Assembly rejected the Treaty on 

establishmnent of a European Defence Community. After sever-

al fruitless attempts in the early 1960's a new initiative 

was taken by the Heads of State or Government meeting in the 

Hague in 1969. In 1970 they approved the Davignon report. 

The result was the establishment of regular meetings between 

Foreign Ministers and their political chiefs of staff. This 

14. William Wessels, "EPC after the Single European Act 
towards a European foreign policy via treaty obligation " 
in M.Holland eds; The future of EuroP-ean Political ~Qera

tion .z. ~Y.2. .Q..D.. theorx: and .P-ractice (London: Macmillan, 
1991) pp.142-59. 
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marked the begening of the European Political Cooperation 

(EPC) 20 • 

At the Paris Summits of 1972 and 1974, further moves 

were undertaken towards more cooperation but the report 

drawn up by the former Belgian Min.ister for foreign affairs, 

Leo Tindemans, at the request of Heads of state or Govern-

ment <Tindemans Report) was not put into effect. 

Political crises such as Gulf war. the Yugoslav civil 

war and collapse of th~ Soviet Union prompted the Community 

countries to make greater effort to find a joint political 

approach. 

The common foreign and security policy as agreed to as 

part of the Treaty on European Union will give the Community 

more clout on international scene. As the Community, unlike 

individual member states, is not a state, its common foreign 

and security policy will develbp gradualy. Foreign policy 

and above all security policy belong to those areas in which 

member states pay particular attention to their 

20. William Wessels, ibid • no. 14, pp.142-59 
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sovreigntya.,. 

It is difficult to define common interest in these 

areas because only two member states, France and United 

Ki~gdom, have nuclear weapons. A further problem is that not 

all Community countries belong to ~he North Atlantic Treaty 

organisation <NATO> and the Western European Union <WEU> 

In the Maastricht treaty, the Heads of State or Govern-

ment agreed that, in order to safeguard the European identi-

ty, a common foreign and security policy must be developed. 

While the main thrust of this policy is still predominantly 

in the area of intergovernmental cooperation, its implemen-

tation is closly linked with the Community as most foreign-

policy decisions require Community instruments, such as 

21. Commision of the EC, Commission opinion of 21 October 
1990 on the proposal for ammendment of the Treaty establish
ing the European economic community witha view to political 
Union (Bruss e 1 s , 1990) 

Robert Dehousse and Weiler, "EPC and the Single Euro
pean act: from soft to hard law?" in M.Holland <eds), The. 
future pf ~uropean ppJitical cooper:~J,.iQD.~. ~.??~YS ()n J.heory 
and .Qractice. <London Macmillan, ·1991) pp.78-84 
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economic cooperation, financial asistance and sanctions. 

According to the Maastricht Treaty the principles and 

general guidlines for the common foreign and security policy 

will be laid down by Heads of State or Government in the 

European Council. For the time being, dicisions must be 

unanimous. The European Council can, however, declare that 

certain areas of the common foreign and security policy 

should be subject of joint action. This would mainly occur 

in cases where current events made it particularly urgent 

for common interests to be defended in the case of export 

controls on arms for example. In the event of joint action 

the Council may rule that, on specific issues, decisons can 

be made by qualified. majority and do not require unanimity. 

To make it easier to adopt a common position the member 

states have declared that, even where decisions require 

unanimity, they will, wherever possible avoid the use of 

veto if there is in fact qualified majority in favour. Even 

where no joint action is agreed, the member states are still 

required to coordinate and comply with the foreign and 

security policy of the Community. 

Defence matters are to be taken care of by the WEU. 
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<West European Union). Despite the end of cold war, Communi-

ty states have reaffiremed the need of NATO as an essential 

part of European security. There should be lose cooperation 

between NATO and WEU. A review is to be conducted at the 

Intergovernmental Conference planned for 199622 • 

22. Draft teeaty on the Union, presented by the Luxembourg 
Presidency ibid, no.2, <Luxembourg) 
R.Gingsberg, ibid, no.3, pp.120-27. 
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3.3 PrinciQle ~ Subsidiarit~ ~ Co-decision makin~ 

The united Europe is not intended to become a unitary state 

with rigid structures. The diversity of individual countries, 

regions and cultures which have evolved over many years is to be 

maintained. This objective is clearly spelled out in the Treaty 

on European Union. 

A central feature of this policy is the principle of Subsid-

iarity, according to which the Community should deal only with 

those matters it is better equipped to deal with than the member 

states and the regional and local authorities. A typical example 

of community matter is environmental protection, since noise and 

pollution are not halted by state borders. 

Subsidiarity - which is being applied increasingly in the 

individual Community countries with regard to relationship bet-

ween central government and the regions and districts - also 

guarantees that the state i~ better able to understand and take 

account of citizens• needs. 

Subsidiarity is not only neglected in many of the Treaty's 

individual provisions, it is also an overriding requirement of 

the Community' procedure for achieving the objectives of the 

European Union.21 

21. Robert Keohane and Stanley Hofmann, ''Conclusions: Commu
nity politics and institutional change'' in W.Wallace Ceds); The 
dynamics of European integration <London: Pinter), 1990 pp.B0-87. 
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The Treaty states: "The objectives of the union shall be 

achieved as provided in this Treaty •••• while respecting the 

principle of Subsidiarity". It continues, "In areas which do not 

fall within its exclusive competence, the community shall take 

action, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if 

and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be 

sufficiently achieved by member states and can therefore, by 

reasons of scale or effects of the proposed action, be better 

achieved by the Community. Any action by the Community shall not 

qo beyond what is necessary to achieve the objectives- of this 

Treaty'. 

The debate concerninq the Maastricht Treaty and the critical 

questions from the public prompted the Heads of State or 

government, meeting at the European Council in Edinburgh in 

December 1992, to define a comprehensive approach on how the 

principle of subsidiarity should be applied. Detailed 

explanations, guidelines and instructibns regarding the pro

cedures which the Communiti institutions were to follow in their 

daily practice were thus introduced to clarify the general rules 

laid down in the Treaty on European Union. 

However, the application of Subsidiarity principle, import

ant though it may be, should serve only to ensure a rational 

distribution of powers between the Community and member states 
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and in no way to reverse the process of European Unifica-

tion.22 

To prevent subsidiarity from restricting the Community as 

regards its current co~mitments or from impeding its further 

progress, a set of 'basic principles', adopted in Edinburgh lays 

down clear limits to prevent any abuse in this respect. The 

European Council stressed, for e:<atuple, that Subsidia.rity may not 

be invoked to call into question the powers of the Community as 

defined in the Treaty and the interpretation of its provisions by 

the Court of Justice. Subsidiarity must, moreover allow for an 

extension of the Community's field of action where circumstances 

so require. Even if the application of subsidiarity means in-

creased responsibilities for the member states rather than for 

the community, the member states will still have to abide by 

their general obligations undet the Treaty. In pa r· t i c u 1 a r , 

subsidiarity does not relieve member states of the obligation to 

ensure that, once measures have been adopted at Community level, 

the Community rules are correctly applied. Guidelines' for the 

Community·~- legislative procedures should ensure that the 

subsidiarity principle is actually applied in practice. In other 

words every time the commission makes a p·s~osal for a community 

and likewise when that proposal for a cornmun i ty 

22. Joseph Fitzmaurice, an analysis of ihe European Commu-
n i t y ' s Coo per at i on pro c e d u r e " , Jour n aJ. ..Q_f. _9 o !!.~IJ~Q_TJ. .!!!..~.rJ::_f?_t EJ u d i e s , 
<London), 26, 1988 pp.24~28. 
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and likewise when that proposal is subsequently examined by 

the council, it must be shown that the objectives concerned 

cannot be adequately achieved at national level. Even if the 

Community does then take the initiative, it must confine itself 

to what is strictly necessary. Financial or other burdens must 

therefore be kept to an absolute minimum. In implementing Commu-

nity measures, the member states must retain the greatest possi

ble freedom of decision. As regards the legal form to be taken 

by Community legislation, the directive, which leaves detailed 

implementation to the member states, should be given preference 

over the regulation, all the detailed provisions of which are 

directly applicable in the me~ber states. The Commission should 

involve the member states more closely in drafting the proposals. 

Subsidiarity will apply not only with respect to the future. 

Even before the Edinburgh summit, the Commission had drawn up a 

list of existing Community legislation to be repealed or at least 

reviewed with a view to simplification. 

The rules governing the application of the Subsidiarity 

principle will have to be set forth in an agreement between the 

main community institutions, i.e. European Parliament, Commission 

and Council. 

Another example of how seriously subsidiarity is taken in 
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the Union Treaty is the importance attached to the regions. The 

Heads of State or Government decided to set up a special commit-

tee of the Regions. It will comprise representatives of regional 

and local authorities and have advisory status. It will work 

together with the existing Economic and social committee. 

Co-dec i ~ion mak iD.•.:J. 

The European Community's decision making process often comes 

under attack, Criticism focuses m~inly on the European 

Parliament's limited powers. Community laws (regulations and 

directives) are passed by the Council (made up of ministers from 

each member state> on proposals from the commission. For a long 

time, the Council - unlike any parliament - always met in closed 

sessions. In many cases. the European Parliament's only right is 

to deliver an opinion. The Council can also take a decision 

against a majority opinion of Parliament. Only in connection 

with the adoption of Community budget does the Parliament have 

more rights. Many of the Comm~nity's legal acts are directly 

applicable in the member states. This situation is termed as the 

community's 'democratic deficit', because, unlike a normal par-

liament, the European Parliament, which since 1979 has been 

directly elected, cannot determine Community law while the indi-

vidual national parliaments are unable to exercise effective 

control over government's policies on European issues.23 

23. Kevin Featherstone, "Jean Monnet and the democratic 
deficit in the European union", Journal of common market studies_ 
<oxford ) vol.32 no.2 June 1994, pp.11-14. 



The single European Act, which came into force in 1987, was 

a direct response to this criticism, revising the treaties to 

extend the powers of the Europ~an Parliament. A cooperation 

procedure was introduced which enables parliament to reject or 

alter the Council position. However, the final decision still 

remains with the council. This new cooperation procedure was 

applied in particular in connection with the legistation for 

completion of the internal market. The Single European Act gave 

the Parliament the right to give its assent to or reject treaties 

for the accession or association, of non-member countries. 

The initiation came largely from France, which played a 

major role in keeping the spirit of democracy alive in the EC and 

helped in abolishin•;, what is called "democratic deficit" in the 

European Union. The constitutional revision in France led ~o 

enhancement of power of Parliament in France, after its eclipse 

by the Fifth Republic executive. Following article 88(3) both 

deputies and senators now ensure that government will no longer 

be able to negotiate European laws incorporatinq provisions of a 

legislative nature as it pleases. This has been interpreted as a 

complete break with the French tradition of the executive beinq 

sole player in international neqotiations. The two houses of 

Parliament wilL henceforth be able to vote on resolutions and not 

just express opinions. If this enhancement of Parliament in EC 

affairs enshrines 'in a basically Jacobinist constitution', 
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F~ance's acceptance of the institutional consequences of Eu~opean 

const~uction also ~eflects an enhancement of democ~atic account-

ability. It may se~ve to st~engthen both national and suprana-

tional democ~acy. By ~einfo~cing the legitimacy of <F~ench) 

accountability to National Pa~liament, EC legitimacy which de-

~ives from the governments of its member states is also strength-

ened.24 

France initiated changes in the territorial bases of policy 

making to strengthen the Community. Efforts were made in France 

to deconcentrate and decentralize decision making. 

The Treaty on European Union further extends the powers of 

the European Parliament. In many areas Parliament now has the 

right of co-decision. This applies to decisions relating to the 

internal market, the free movement of workers~ some aspects of 

the right of establishment, the multiannual framework research 

pro•Jrammes, general programmes on environmental protection, the 

development of trans-European networks, measures ~elating to 

consumer protection and pr6motion of public health and culture. 

In the main, these are areas for which the Community has been 

granted new responsibilities. The new legislative procedures 

give the European Parliament, the possibility in the event of 

difference of opinion with the Council, of seeking a compromise 

can be found. Parliament, in practice, enjoys a right of veto. 

24. Robert Ladrech, 
institutions: The case 
stud_L~2 (0:<ford) Vol.32 

"Eropeanization of domestic politjcs and 
of France",Jout-nal .Q.i common ma.!::..!::..t=t 

no.1, March 1994, pp.4-6. 
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Thanks to the new co-decision procedure and the cooperation 

procedure implemented since the SEA came into existence in •1987, 

the European Parliament is now able to exert far more influence 

over Community legislation.25 

In future, Parliament will also have a say in the appoint-

ment of the President and members of the Commission. Not until 

the Parliament has given its consent'can they be appointed to 

their European offices. In order to increase Commission's ties 

with Parliament, as of 1994, the Commission's term of office will 

be increased from four to five years, thus coming into line with 

Parliament's own five-year term. 

In future, therefore, each newly elected Parliament will 

have to endorse the appointment of the new Commission. Thus · the 

make-up of the commission will beccime an issue in European elec-

tion campaign. 

Parliament will also have greater influence over the conclu-

sian of Community treaties with other states and international 

organizations. Under the new Treaty, Parliament will have to 

give its assent not only to treaties of accession and association 

but also to all international treaties which have substantial 

financial or contractual implications. 

25. Peta Ludlo, 'Beyond ·1992' European Affairs 
no.3/88, autumn, pp.15-30. 
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In addition, Parliament has been granted a limited right of 

initiative. It will be able, by majority decision, to ask the 

Commission to submit proposals specific matters. 

One of the Parliament's new rights is to set up a committee 

of inquiry if it feels that Community Law has been infringed. It 

can also accept petitions from individual or legal persons and 

appoint an ombudsman. This ombudsman can receive complaints from 

individuals or legal persons and carry out appropriate investiga

tions. 

Parliament is also to draw up proposals for a uniform 

European electoral procedure in all member states. Provision is 

already made in the treaty on European Union for a further broad-

ening of Parliament's rights. The inter-governmental conference 

~lanned for 1996 is to examine how the scope of co-decision 

procedure can be extended. 

The number of members of European Parliament is also to 

increase with the subsequent enlargement of the European Union. 

3.4 Inter-governmental diver·~ences on EMU and social chaP-ter 

The European Community has embarked on a path leading to 

the eventual replacement of member countries currencies with a 



single European curr~ncy. A single currency is a necessary i 

condition for the creation of a·Single European Market. Alter-

nate forms of monetary union, involving less than complete inte-

gration and the retention of national currencies has been reject

ed as incompatible with the objectives of Single European Act. 

In order to understand complexities of monetary union, we must 

first define and understand the meaning of monetary union. 

A group of countries may be p~rceived to constitute a 

monetary union if they experience identical rates of interest and 

inflation. That is, the definition of monetary union describes a 

set of monetary characteristics which implicitly involve the 'as 

if assumption', that there exists a single currency throughout 

the union. It follows, therefore that a monetary union is 

compatible with member countries retaining their national curren

cies provided the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) There are no restrictions to the movement of capital 

across the union, 

(b) Member countries financial sectors are pet·fectly 

If the national currencies are not replaced by single union 

currency and the' as if assumption is met', then intra-Union 

rates will be fixed even if they are de Jure not fixed. 

1•19 



The turmoil in foreign market of late 1960s was perceived by 

the EC member countries as placing in jeopardy the successes 

achieved in establishing a customs union and common agriculture 

policy. It was believed that fixity of exchanqe rates was 

necessary for the consolidation and development of these 

achievements. Thus the EC adopted in 1970 the Werner Plan which 

envisaged the creation of a European monetary union through 'the 

irrevocable fixing of parities and the total - ' 
liberalisation of 

capital movement', by 1980. The Werner plan placed emphasis on 

the fixity of exchange rates and complete freedom of capital 

movements. 

The collapse of the International Monetary Fund <IMF>_system 

in March 1973 and oil shock of 1973-4 resulted in EC member coun-

tries abandoning the implementation of the Werner Plan. 

Disenchantment with exchange rate flexibility and the 

recoginition that inflation cannot be controlled through uncoor-

dinated monetary policies generated the political will in France 

and Germany to press for the formation of a regional monetary 

system. With"the agreement of the other EC countries, except the 

UK, the EMS came into existence in March 1979. 

The objective of the European Monetary System was defined to 

be then creation of a 'Zone of monetary stability in Europe' 

through the monetary cooperation among EC member countries. 

The twin objectives of the EMS were of reducing the 
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volatility of intra-EC exchange rates and of effecting a perma-

nent reduction in member countries• infaltion rates. 

The success of EMS provided a strong imp~tus to the process 

of European integration. But with it came the recognition that 

the ability of the system to facilitate this process is 

limited.26 There emerged a consensus that such are limitations 

of the EMS that the syste~ cannot provide the monetary .framework 

required for the creation of Single European Market. Thus the 

Single European Act committed the signatory countries to the 

objective of monetary union. In the spring of 1989 the Delors 

RPrort on economic and monetary union in the European Community 

was published. It recommended a three - stage process for the 

formation of monetary union. Though the report could be inter-

preted as ad v o cat in q an e :<change t-ate union , it is r,._, .. accepted 

that it recommends a currency union.':'7 ·q1c· rc h···:'"· B.dopted the 

Reports' proposals that member countries' currencies be replaced 

by a Single European Currency and that a European Central Bank, 

with responsibility for the Community's monetary and exchange 

rate policies, be established. 

26. David Tres and N. Thyqesen, Euroj:F~an monetary_ 
ti_fl..!l :From Eurot;•ean Monetar-y_ §y_stem towards Eurot;•ean 
Union <London: Longman, 1992> pp.87-93. 

Integra
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27. Jacques Delors, Report on Economic and Monetary Union 
European Community, office for the official .P-ublications 

Eurot;•ean communities, <Lu:<embour•J) 1989. pp.24-29. 
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While a currency union involves perfect monetary integration: 

amon~ the member countries, this is not necessarily the case 

with an exchange rate union. The experience of Netherlands amply 

demonstrates this. The Netherlands has fixed the exchange rate 

of its currency against the German Mark since 1983 and has sys-

tematically adjusted its monetary policy to policy changes in 

Germany. There are no restrictions to capital movements between 

the two countries while there exists a high degree of integration 

of real sectors of their economies. It could be ar-

gued, therefore that the conditions for an exchange rate union 

between Germany and Netherlands are satisfactory. However, this 

is not the case. 

than Germanay's. 

Dutch interest rates are persistently higher 

Fixity of exchange rates and complete freedom 

of capital moveme~t between the two countries have hot resulted 

in the Guilder and the Mark becoming perfect substitutes. Ex

change rate uncertaintly persists and is reflected in the ob-

served rate differential. The creation of a currency union, by 

eliminating exchange rate uncertainty may be expected to result 

in a more efficient allocation of resour~es in the union 

variety of ways. 

in a 

First, the elimination of exchange rate uncertainty will 

enhance the efficiency of the price mechanism as a resource 

allocator. Volatile and unpredictable exchange rates result in 

difficulties in interpreting the market's signals. Resources are 
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misallocated and unemployment is higher than it would otherwise 

be. A currency union is likely to lead to a reduction in member 

countries' natural rate of unemployment.28 

Second, the elimination of exchange rate uncertainly will 

stimulate the. manufacturing sectors of member countries. 

Third, the elimination of exchange rate uncertainty will 

stimulate competitive forces in the union. Fourth, the elimina-

tion of exchange rate uncertainty is likely,to yield benefits in 

terms of higher growth rates of intra-union trade and investment • 

• Further, in a currency union no government of a member country 

can manipulate the money supply growth rate for electoral pur-

poses. A currency union by eliminating the political business 

cycle can be said to possess anti-inflation properties.29 The 

Delors recommendation in favour of the creation of a European 

currency is consistent with the objectives of the Single European 

Act. The 1992 programme aims at the improvement of resource 

allocation in the Community through the 'removal of barriers to 

the movement of goods, services, capital and labour. 

28. David Gres," Paradigms for Monetary Union of 
Journal of Common market studies, Vol. 27, no. 3, 1989, 
30. 

Europe", 
pp. 2 ·19-

29. Robert Vaubel, "Monetary inte•dration theory" in G-Z is 
et.al, International economics, <London: Lon9man, ·1988) pp. ·102-8 
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The ultimate goal is the complete integration of the Commu

nity and the creation of Single European Market~ Such an objec

tive would be ill founded if the process of integration did not 

aim also at the Community's.complete monetary integration which 

can only be ~ hieved t~rough the establishment of a European 

currency union. 

There are some inter-governmental divergences on the issue 

of currency union. Cpponehts of the creation of a European cur

rency union to be found mainly in the UK, have directed a variety 

of criticisms, not always of an economic nature, against EC 

decision to proceed with the implementation of the principal 

proposals of the Delors plan. Some have concentrated on empha

sising the implications of member countries no longer being able 

to employ monetary and exchange rate policies 

domestic economic objectives. 

in pursuit of 

Even the most ardent advocates of exchange rate flexibility 

no longer maintain that it is feasible for a country to pursue 

independent policy objectives in isolation from rest of the 

world. It may be argued, that the lack of success experienced by 

the UK in the 1980s with its attempts to control the money supply 

growth rate was due to special factors. Whatever the merits of 

this line of reasoning, it igno~es a significant development in 

economic agents• behaviour. The internationalisation of finan

cial and money markets and the technological revolution in tele

communications have resulted in economic agents increasingly 
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holding diversified portfolios. The implication of this trend is 

that even if a country could control the money supply growth rate 

it would not be able to control the domestic long run inflation 

rate. Only international monetary policies can ensure the con-

trol of infl "ion. 

There continues to exi~t an element of uncertainty as all EC 

member countries are not at the same level of preparedness to 

proceed at an identical pace towards the final stage of European 

monetary unification. Similarly, the pr·ocess of 

integration must be accompanied by prbgress towards 

mane tat·y 

political 

integration. In the absence of the latter, it is doubtful 

whether complete monetary integration, in form of a currency 

union, will be achieved. 

It is argued with ample justification that Germany, France, 

the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and Denma~k have achieved a 

sufficient rlegree of monetary convergence that could immediato:::· J y 

proceed to form a currency union. On the other hand Portugal and 

Greece are not yet even members of the EMS. Thus, there is 

growing support for the proposal of 'two-speed" Europe, especial

ly in Germany. What is envisaged is that at least the above six 

mentioned countries will form a cu~rency Union by the end of the 

decade, while the remaining EC countries enter into an EMS type 

relationship with the union until they have converged sufficient-

ly to become union members. If it were to occur, the economic 

and political cohesion of the Community would be undermined. Be 
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that as it may, therE remains the problem that countries may not 

be ready to join the currency by the end of the decade. One 

suspe~ts that the solution will ultimately rest on political 

rather than economic considerations. The European Central Bank 

cannot function in a political vaccum. 

Germany ha~ insisted that monetary union must be accompanied 

by political union. German currency Mark being the strongest 

currency in the union has to bear the maximum burden of weak 

currency countries.30 Lately the change of governments in some 

EC countries have changed the app~oach towards the currency 

union. 

Socia~ Polic~ 

The large internal market, like economic and monetary union 

will only be accepted by the citizens of the Community if it does 

more than just open up new opportunities for businesses. The 

further development of the Community must, for example, also 

contribute towards solving one of today's most pressing social 

problems the continuing high level of unemployment - and to-

wards strengthening the social rights of workers <the social 

dimension of the internal market). The member states accepted 

long ago that worker's rights need to be extended. 

30 George Bilson, Why the Deutshmark Could trouble the EMS 
Euromoney, (London ), 1979 pp.B-10 
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This involved providing common base of minimum social 1 

rights. The original Community treaties made special provision
1 
' 

for a social policy. The EEC Treaty, for example, established the' 

social fund. 

With the co~mitment to t~e completion of the Single European 

Market <SEM> by 1992, and the passage of the Single European Act, 

interest was rekindled in the social implications of evolving EEC 

policies. Much broader issues were addressed, with a commitment 

to the harmonisation of national provi~ions in regard to health, 

safety, enviFonmental and consumer protection.<Articles 100a and 

118a), and to policies fostering 'the economic and social co he-

sion of the Community <Articles 130a-130e). Articles 118 b also 

committed the Community to the encpuragement of a 'social dia-

Iogue'. between management and labour i.e. the creation of a 

European dimension to industrial relations. 

The movement towards the SEM was recognised as having impli-

cations for employment throughout the Community. Changes in 

costs and relative prices, stimulation of new technology and the 

general level of economic growth, were all factors which would 

determine the employment consequences of the Single Market. 

However the consequences for employment remained ambiguous, 

especially in the absence of a comprehensive external trade 

policy. 'Nonetheless a study by DG II <Social Europe 1988) did 

allow the Community to isolate the characteristics of those 
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industries ~nd regions most likely to be affected by the comple-

tion of the SEM. Five indicators were utilized to identify the 

vulnerable sectors the 1 eve 1 of non tariff bar r i e r s , the s pre a,d 

of real productivity and pre-tax prices across the Community, the 

proportion of member states' demand met by Community imports, and 

the proportion of a sector's turnover account~d by small busi-

ness. 

These variables allowed the identification of two 

industrial sectors where the impact of the SEM was likely to 

induce considerable restructuring 31 • Firstly where there cur-

rently exist high levels of intra-Ec· imports but significant non-

tariff barriers. It is a sector dominated by large firms and 

characterised by state involvement, either as owner or as princi-

pal customer, and includes telecommunication equipment, computers 

and office equipment. The opening up of public procurement will 

profoundly effect this sector, encouraginq the emerqence of 

integrated European firms. This will have uncertain consequences 

for employ~ent, a situation reinforced by the impact o~ new 

technoloqy32 • 

The second vulnerable sector identified in the study is also 

characterised by high non-tariff barriers, but with very little 

31. Offic~ for ·official Publication of the European Communi
ties, Tr!~ ;linqle MarkeJ., <Lu:<embour•J, 1993) pp.7-9. 

32. Commission of the European Communities, Social Eut-QJ?.~.L 
JJ.!.~. §gsj....§l.~ dime n s i on £f. the in t e rna 1 market , < L u :<em b our 9 , 
1988) pp. ·17-20. 
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intra-EC trade. Again these industries - ship building~ 

railway equipment, iron and steel, pharmaceuticals -are usually 
I 

principal suppliers to government agencies or are state owned. 

There are large price and productivity differences. Opening up 

of public procurement procedures should result in a significant 

increase in intra - EC trade and industry restructuring. 

In the tertiary sector, particularly financial services, the 

development of single financial market may have important 

consequences. 

The second, and complementary element to analysing the 

impact of the SEM is the regional dimension. The expected 

enhancement of economic growth will not benefit all regions 

equally, and even before the structural changes arising from 

might increase. A regional competitiveness is likely to be 

influenced by a number of factors. Firstly, the qualifications 

skill mix of the labour force, which might be undermined by 

outward migration. Secondly, the infrastructure, estimated to be 

40-60 percent below the EC average standard in some regions. 

Finally, Labour costs and differences in labour p~octuctivity are 

often greater than differences in wage levels, and the leveling 

up of wage levels with economic integration may undermine the 

competitive position of some regions. T~u types of areas might 

thercfa~e be identified as being particularly vulnerable to 

structural problems; the underdeveloped mainly rural areas and 
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the reg ions where . there is con cent ration of dec 11 n i ng heavy 

industries. These arguments have focused upon three issues 

social dumping, illicit work and wage costs. 

Faced with the loss of market shares and firm relocation, 

there will be aownward pressure upon social conditions <i.e 

wages, social security, minimum labour standards etc). This fear 

led to the demand for minimum wage levels, social security provi

sions and minimum health and safety guarantees. 

Illicit work concerns work outside of the formal labour 

markets' tax and social security syst~m and is most frequent 

among those who are already employed. Those firms within 

the Community which employ labour force illicitly will reduce the 

labour costs and gain competitive advantage in production, under-

mining social security, and safety regulations. Therefore, the 

Commission has taken a number of steps to minimise such occut·--

rences, common administrative & 'standards' have been adopted for 

taxation and social security contributions across both re•J ions 

and forms of employment.<e.g. part-time, temporary workers) 

The Community's policy in social area may be seen as seeking 

to fulfill three broad roles. Firstly, harmonisation of national 

policies, especially in areas where it offers obvious advantages, 

labour mobility. Secondly, encouraging convergence, both 

through its own discussions and encouragement of inter-state co-

operation. Finally the Commission can act as a focal point f 0 t" 

spreading of innovatory experience throughout the Community, with 
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the c·ommi tment to the .completion of the SEM added urgency was 

given to the Commission's \watchdog• role in anticipating the 

' 
social consequences of restructuring. The Commission is also a 

direct participant in fostering the necessary adaptability in the 

labour market 33 • 

Although the Treaty of Rome had laid down the fundamental 

freedom of movement of all workers and the right of establishment 

in any Pconomic activity across all member states, a succession 

of secondary legislation has been required to give concrete form 

to these principles. Any EC national may now reside in a.ny 

member state to seek employment acco'mpanied by his family 

<Directive 68/360/EC>, establish firm or provide services 

(73/•148). In addition any worker and his family will receive 

equal treatment in respect of social security, housing, access to 

education and training etc. Regulations 71/1408 and 72/574 

established three basic principles: firstly, the applicatiori of a 

single body of legislation in earth case; secondly, retention of 

all accumulated rights and entitlements <i.e transferability); 

thirdly equal treatment between domestic nationals 

and citizens of other memebers states34 • 

33. Irwin Gordon and Arthur Th i rwa 11, fur o t;•eaTJ E~_cJ._g_r. !'1.9.Jd 1 i ty...z 
Tr.:~..llct~ ar~,1 Consegg_~_I!..f_€;'_~ <London, Macmillan, 1989) pp.22-24. 

34.W.Molle 
Conditions of 
Europe",~ournal 

·1988 pp.48-52. 

and V.t1out·ik, "International movements under 
economic integration: the case of Western 

of Common market studies, Vol. 26, March 
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The Commission is also pursuing a number of general policies 

aimed at enhancing worker mobility. In p•rticular it is seeking 

to establish comparability of vocational qu•lifications beginning 

' 
with hotel and catering, motor vehicle repairs, construction,· 

electrical, agricultural and textile trades. Minimum skill 

requirements are being defined for training qualifications. 

Directives have already established mutual recognition of diplo-

mas for doctors ( ·1975), nurses ( 1977), dental practitioners 

( •1978), veterinary surgeons (1978 and pharmacists. <1986>. 

The Community has also established Sedoc <Regulation 68/1612), a 

European system of employment information exchange. The need to 

establish minimum European standards for health and safety has 

now been accepted as essential to fair competition within the 

SEM. 

In February 1988 the Heads of state accepted the proposed 

reform of the structural funds and doubled their appropriation, 

in real terms, from ECU 7· bn in 1987 to ECU 14 bn in 1993. The 

European development Fund will focus upon support for productive 

investment, modernisation of infrastructure and studies of the 

potential for physic~l planning at the Community level 3~. Euro-

pean Structural Fund will concentrate upon assisting young people 

and the longterm unemployed, expanding employment and pro-

35. B. Laffan, "Policy Implementation in the European Commu-
nity, the European Social Fund as a ca.se study", ~ournal p_f 
Common Market Studies, Vol.2"1. June, 1993. pp. ·18. 
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workers with vocational skills. Some. concrete pro9ress 

has been made with the regulation on the European Economic Inter~ 

est Group <EEIG>. 

The social charter addressed both the conditions necessary, 

fur the completion of the SEM, and attempts to crate the social 

guarantees' that the Commission regards as essential to maintain 

broad political support for these developments i.e 'Social 

cohesion'. The social charter includes the following 

commitments: 

1. The right to work in the EC country of one's choice 

2. The right to a fair wage 

3. The right to improved living and working conditions 

4. The right to social protection under prevailing national 

systems. 

5. The right to freedom of association and collective 

bargaining. 

6. The right to vocational training 

7. The right of men and women to equal treatment. 

B. The right of workers to information, consultation and 

participation. 

9. The right to health proter•iun and safety at work. 

10. The protection of children and adolescents. 

·1 ·'1 ., .. '-·· :•. 
;; . quarantee of minimum living for the 

elderly. 

12. Improved social and professional integration for the 

disabled. 



The acti~n programm~ associated with the social charter also 

seeks the 'Continuation and development of dialogue with the 

social partners and consideration of the need for collective 

agreements at the European level. As a result, between ·1985 and~ 

1991 the European Trade Union Confederation <ETUC>, the union of 

Industries of the European Community <UNICEF>, and European 

Centre of Public Enterprises <CEEP> have adopted a number of 

joint opinions on matters such as vocational training, the new 

tedmolo•_;jies, labour market adjustment problems and European 

collective agreements36 • 

Despite all these measures the Commission felt that 

social dimension of the internal market was being neglected. A 

great many proposals made by the Commission under its social 

action programme were not enacted by the Council. This was the 

reason why almost every member ~tate wanted to go further than 

ever before with the Treaty on European Union. As the United 

Kingdom does not consider it necessary for the Community td be 

given responsibility for social matters, a special procedure was 

decided upon. The 11 member states wishing to see a more 

36. Robert Read, 
m o b i 1 i t y mat t e t" ? " , 
12 no. 2. PP.36-41, 

"The Single European t1arket, 
International Jo~nal of 

·199 ·1 . A 1 so s e e 

Does European 
Manpower, val. 

Stephen overtur·f, I~ Economic Pr·inci,:;•les .Q.f_ Euro~:;•ean Inte
.'~L~l.Lq,!J. <New York: Pae•;Jer, ·1986) pp.33_;37. 
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comprehensive social policy concluded an agreement stating 

that they wanted to continue along the path laid down in the 1989 

social charter. In a joint protocol the United Kingdom agreed: 

that the other member states cold proceed with the common social 

policy. The UK will not obstruct the 11 partners in this area. 

It will not vote on these matters and legislation adopted in this 

way will not be applicable in the United Kingdom. 

In a Community such as the European Union, the richer and 

more developed regions must shoulder part of the burden of struc-

tural adjustments in the less advantaged regions and redeployment 

in the older industrial sectors. In an economic and monetary 

union, economic and social cohesion is even more important be-

cause different national economies can be held together more 

effectively in a common monetary zone if the differences between 

them are not too great 37 • 

37. Pete t- Venturini , ·1992: IJ•g ~g __ r_Q_P~.C\_D_ SQ...<;:j_~J- g i mens !-_QD., 
Commission of European Communities, Luxembourg 1989). pp.10-13. 

Hest Warner, EC Social Policy in Practice, Jout-nal of Common 
M~rket Studies vol. 23,(0xford) December 1984, pp.23. 
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3.5 DeeP-ening and wideninq of the EuroP-ean Union 

The Treaty on European union provided that any Europeari 

state that pursues the path of political of democracy may apply\ 

to become a member of the Union. The principle of a Union open 

to European states that aspires to full participation and which 

fulfill the conditions for membership is a fundamental element of 

European construction. 

The European Council in Maastricht agreed that negotiations 

on accession to the Union on the basis of the Maastricht Treaty 

agreed in can start as soon as the Community has terminated its 

negotiations on own resources and related issues in 199238 • 

A state which applies for membership must satisfy three 

basic conditions of European identity, democratic status and 

respect of human rights. Another set of criteria relate to the 

applicant state's acceptance of the Community system and its 

capacity to implement it. As the Community's legal, economic and 

political framework has developed, the obligations of membership 

have become progressively more difficult to fulfill. The obliga-

tions presuppose a functioning and competitive market economy, 

and an adequate legal and administrative framework in the public 

38. Arnold Hass, 'Maastricht- The beqininq or end of a 
development', A4?5~J1 .Politik <Hambur•:t> vol.44 no.3, 1993, pp.27. 
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and pr i v_ate sectors. An applicant ~ountry ~ithout the~e 

characteristics cannot be fully integrated. 

ment 

the 

Applicant states should also accept, and be able to imple-

the common foreign and security policy 

coming years. An applicant country 

as it evolves over 

whose constitutional 

status, or stance in international affairs, renders it unable to 

pursue the project on which the other members have embarked 

cannot be ~atisfactorily integrated into the Union. 

Future accession will take 'place in 

f r· om t h e pas t : 

conditions different 

(a) Completion of single market with no internal frontiers 

(b) Creation of European Union 

( c ) Economic and Monetary Union and the move to single 

(d) The introduction of common foreign and security policy 

For certain countries, negotiations for accession could be 

opened with the prospect of satisfactory conclusion within a 

reasonable period of time. This refers to countries whose state 

of preparation for membership is well advanced, and whose inte-

gration into the Community system should not pose major problems. 

Fot- other countries a period of preparation would be 

necessary before the possibility of membership could realistical-
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ly be envisaged. For these countries the Community will promote 

their economic and social development in such a Way as to facili-

tate their eventual integration into the Community. The deepen-

in~ of political dialogue with them will also be pursued. The 

a c c e s s i on n e got i at i on s , w h i c h can t h en c om n 1 c' r 1 c P , m u <:. t b c c o 11 d u c t -

ed in such a way as to contribute to the strengthening of the 

Union. The accession of new members will increase its diversity 

and heterogeneity.It is made clear that widening must not be at 

thE.' expense of deepening. Enlargement must not be a dilution of 

Community's achievements3~. 

Enlargement will bring additional languages to the Communi-

ty, thus enriching its cultural diversity. But it will at the 

same time complicate its work: In a Community of 20 member there 

can be as many as 15 languages. 

In 1994 fourth enlarqement af the r~· place. 

Three countries namely Austria, Finland and Sweden joined the 

European Union taking the total number of countries to fifteen. 

The European Council considers that the EEA agreement has 

paved the way for opening enlargement negotiations with a view to 

39. Office for official Publication of the European Communi
t i e s , E u r o p e and the c h a 1 1 en •J.g_ of_ en 1 a r 9_g_I}..L~ll t ( L u ~-;ern boo u r· g ) 
3/1992, pp.14-20. 
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an early conclusion with EFTA countries seeking membership 

of the European Union. 

In this context the European Council discussed 

applications which have been submitted by Turkey, Cyprus 

Malta. The European Council agrees that each of 

applications must be considered on its won merits. 

the 

and 

thes~ 

With regard to Turkey, the European Council underlines that 

the Turkish role in the present European political situation is 

of the greatest importance and that there is every reason to 

intensify cooperation and develop relations with Turkey in line 

with the prospect laid down in the association agreement of 1964 

including a political dialogue at the highest level. The Euro-

pean Council asks the Commission and the Council to work on the 

basis in the coming months. 

Relations with Cyprus and Malta will be developed and 

strengthened by building on the association agreements and their 

application for membership and by developing the political 

dialogue. 

As regards relations with central and Eastern Europe, the 

European Council reaffirms the Community's will to developed its 

partnership with these countries within the framework of European 

agreements in their efforts to restructure their economies and 
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institutions. The political dialogue will be intensified and 

extended to include ~eetings at the highest political level. 

Cooperation will be focused systematically on assisting their 

efforts to prepare their accession to the union which they 

seek40 • The Commission will evaluate progress made in this 

respect and report to the European Council in Edinburgh, suggest-

ing further steps as appropriate. The Commission presented its 

report 'Europe and the challenge of enlargement'. 

With the other countries of Europe who have not applied 

for membership, the Community is framing agreements of various 

kinds appropriate to their situation. That is the case with Po-

land, Hungary, Czech Republicand Slobak Repbulic, with whom 

'Europe agreements have been concluded. Negotiations for new 

agreements on trade and cooperation have been signed with the 

Baltic republics and ALbania. For these countries, such agree-

ments can offer the possibility of improving their economic 

integration and strengthening their political cooperation with 

the Community. 

Article 237 of the Rome Treaty, and Article 0 of the Maas-

tricht Treaty, say that any "European state may apply to become a 

member". The term European has not been defined. It combines 

geo~::jraphi cal, historical, and cultural elements which 

40. Noetzold, "The Ester·n Pat··t and Europe: 
essential component of European Inte•]ration", 
<Hamburg) vol.44, 4/93, pp.326-33. 
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all contribute to the European identity. The shared experi--

en ce of proximity, ,ideas, values and historical interaction 

cannot be condensed into a simple formula, and is subject to; 

review by each succeedinQ qeneration. The Commission believes 

that it is neither possible nor opportune to establish new fron-

tiers of the European Union, whose contours will be shaped over 

many years to corne 41 • 

4'1. Bulletin of the European Communities, "Research 
Maastricht: an assesement, a strate._::ty", <Lu:<emtour•;O 
pp. 15-·18. 
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~HAPTER IV 

~oDc.l_!,!sion. 0 
0 Inception of' the EU (1993> 0 

0 Prospects_ 

-'~V.nited ~ta\e~ _qf' f;l(rope•• 

More than ever before in its history, the European Community 

has become a major actor in world affairs. It has been propelled 

into this position by external and internal factors. 

The collapse of Communism in the former Soviet Union and in 

the Central and Eastern Europe presents the Community with new 

challenges and new responsibilities on its own doorstep. The 

pace of economic and political change in other re~ions of the 

globe also calls for rapid responses. 

Brought about by the near universal rejection of one - party 

ideology and the bankruptcy of centralized economic planning, a 

new world order is emerging. But it still has to be defined. 

Clearly the Community is defined to become one of its 

actors. The disappearance of one of the two superpowers which 

controlled the global balance of power is leading to a multipolar 

world and to new relationships among nations and regions. Within 

Europe itself, questions of security and immigration are being 

posed in new ways 42 • 

42. Office for the official publication of the European 
Communities, "Eut·ope in a chan9in•.:J world", (Lu;<embout·g) ·1993, 
p p. 8- ·12. 
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At the same 'ime, the globalization of the economy is creat-

ing a state of interdependence and a growing realization that 

trade problems need to be solved wherever possible in a multilat-

eral frarr.ework. 

The Community was set up thirty seven years ago. Its objec-

tive was to create a common market in which four freedoms, viz; 

free movement of goods, services, capital and people could be 

attained freely. It~ principal external responsibility was for 

running a unified trade policy. Over the years, the Con.rr.t.mi ty 

has grown from a commercial and economic power to become p i"ll ·i ·• .; 

cal force as well. 

Its trading partners have increasingly sought a political 

dimension to their relations with the Community. EC member 

states themselves started coordinating their national forei.,;~n 

policies from 1970 onwards in what became known as European 

political cooperation. The Community was called upon to assume a 

political role in keeping-with its growing economic importance. 

The Community has also achieved its aim of creating a fran-

tier-free internal market. This has added to its sheer economic 

weight and strengthened its role in world trade. The e:dstence 

of this single market has required the Community and some of its 

tradin•J partners to adjust and redefine their relationships so 

that all can draw benefits from this big step forward in European 

liberalization43 • 

43. office for official publication of the European communi
ties, The Sino;,.Jj£ Market, <Lu:·(embouro;,), ·1993, pp.B-10. 
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The Community along with United States and Japan, represents 

one of the three pillars on which global system of pluralistic 

democracy and market economy is built. Solutions to specific 

international ecrinomic and even political problems will depend on 

a common approach by all three. 

With the single market now in place, the Community stands on 

the threshold of a new phase of development. The extent to which 

the vast legislative programme was actually adopted on time 

surprised even the most enthusiastic supporters of 'project 

1992', with hindsight, it will probabl~ seem that the Community 

was fortunate in having a period of economic growth coupled with 

relative political stability in order to achieve its main single 

market objectives. 

The period in which single market is actually being shaped 

is quite different, with economic recession in some member 

states, political turmoil and instability in the former Yugosla

via and in some republics of the now defunct Soviet Union. 

The debate on the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty 

revealed dissatisfaction in some sectors of public opinion with 

the Community's plan for Economic and Monetary Union and politi

cal union. The currency upheavals of 1992-93 raised questions 

about the time table for reaching EMU. Given current economic 

and political uncertainties, the consolidation and development of 
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the' single market must b.e EC's first priority.44 It remains its 

greate~t achievement and will serve as the basis for future 

initiative. The single market is a vital element in the Communi-

ty's strategy to boost economic growth, stimulate competitive~ess 

and create jobs. Its very existence enchances the chance of 

success of efforts undertaken by the community and the member 

states. 

A smooth-functioning of the Single Market will accelerate 

the pace of European economic recovery when it comes. It will 

also help restore confidence in the -Community's ability to 

achieve goals set in the Maastricht Treaty. 

The Treaty on European Union is to be followed before the 

year 2000 by further steps towards European unity. This is the 

cour·se charted by the Maastr-icht Treaty itself. The member 

states have declared their intention of another· 

intergovernmental conference in 1996 to take new decisions in the 

light of the experience gained by them. Explicit provisions have 

been made for a review of the scope of co-decision procedure and 

for an evaluation of the provisions on the common foreign and 

security policy, including the agreements on defence policy. A 

new incentive could also be provided by the first evaluation, 

44 Office for official publication of European Communities, 
The European Union, ( Lexumbourg) 1993, pp 22-24. 
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planned for 1996, on the question of whether the Community 

is to move into the final stage of Economic and Monetary Union, 

with a common European currency. (ecu> 

Several member states and the Euro-Parliarnent feel that 

political in comparison with economic inte•_;:Jration, has 

made little proqress so far. Political pressure has however 

increased after the elections of 1994 to the Euro-parliament. 

At this staqe, it is difficult to envision the extent the of 

enlarqement of the Community and also the new reforms that might 

follow. There has to be a change in the institutional setup form 

because structures and institutions of fifteen cannot be adjusted 

with that of twenty or thirty member states. It can be expected 

that cross-border problems such as environmental protection, the 

battle against diseases, migratory movements, climatic disasters 

and international crime will force the Community to take further 

joint action. 45 

The role of France has been, is now and will always be in 

the fore-front of the building of Europe. Fourteen years of 

socialist rule under Mitterrand supported by EC Commission 

45 Raymond B.::u-re,"Europe.:in Preparedness for the ne;-;t mille
niun" Euro_Rean_ f!.f_:f_.;._j_.r:?_<Amster·dam) no. "1, ·1987, pp.12-14 

• 
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President Jacques Delors has seen the European Community's 

transformation into European Union. Under the intitiatives of 

Jacques delors and political support provided by 'Mitterrand, the 

Single European Act was passed and its goals were successfully 

achieved. Both of them struggled hard for a 'Social Europe•. 

The Maastricht Treaty and its ratification could be hailed as the 

most important step towards the construction of Europe. 

The ratification of the Maastricht Treaty was the ultimate 

'· 

test of member states' willingness to surrender their sovereignty 

in the form of abandoning or supplementing their national curren-

cies with a single European Currency. Both Francois Mitterrand 

and Jacques Delors extended strong support for a single European 

currency. 

But now both Delors and Mitterrand have relenquished their 

respective seats of p0wer:what effect this change may have ·on 

the future of Economic ~nd Monetary Union is difficult to devine 

at this sta•;~e • 

In France- the countt·'.' .... i,ich matters most- chan•=!e of powet· 

After a gap of fourteen years right wing candi-

date Jacques Chirac has come to power defeating the socialist 

candidate Lional Jospin. Being supported by Gaullist Party, 

Jacques Chirac is not expected to be very sympathetic towards the 

structures of supranationality especially the single curt·ency. 
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He intends to call a n~tional debate on single currency. He is 

also not very sympathetic towards ~ social Europe. In this 

regard he may find a potential partner in the United Kingdom a 

country which shares the same view on these issues. Hence what 

has so far been a Franco - German cooperation could turn into a 

Franco - British Cooperation. 

the economic benefits of the Single Market cannot However, 

be denied. It was the '1992 programme' that brought Europe out 

of the economic crisis of early 1980s. It increased European 

competitiveness, increased the living'standard of people and 

increased employment. How can a structure such as Single Market 

be denied by Chirac which has increased employment - an issue 

which is of prime importance in France and on the issue of which 

he himself was elected. It was the dynamism generated by the 

success of the Single Market programme that inspired the Communi

ty to extend integration into the critical but sensitive areas of 

EMU and political union. The notion of creating a single curr~n-

cy is a logical extension of the single market, with the removal 

of trade barriers, the transaction costs of changing money from 

one currency to another became a major item. 

Conditions and necessity can reverse policy decisions if it 

is in the interest of the people of the country and the Community 

at large. How far this will be true for Jacques Chirac only time 

will tell. Much will also depend on the outcome of the Intergov

ernmental conference programmed for 1996. 
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